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Sustainability Report for Sinochem International
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2019 marks the 70th anniversary of the founding of the 
People's Republic of China as well as the 20th anniversary 
of the IPO of Sinochem International on the Shanghai 
Stock Exchange. Over the last 20 years, arduous efforts 
were made. Despite increasingly fierce competition in the 
market, Sinochem International stepped up industrial and 
international transformation to become an innovative fine 
chemical enterprise driven by technology. We further focused 
on the main business, having gained presence along the 
whole industry chain, from R&D, production, marketing, to 
supply-chain services. Based on those efforts, we managed 
to continuously consolidate and improve our position in the 
industry, and become a front-runner in certain fields, such 
as high-performance materials, chemical intermediates and 
polymer additives. 

As one of the listed companies first issuing CSR reports in 
China, Sinochem International, following the core value "In 
Science We Trust" of the parent company Sinochem Group, 
has established a long-term mechanism for sustainable 
development, taking the initiative to perform our corporate 
social responsibilities. In June 2019, President Xi Jinping 
proposed at the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum 
that sustainable development is the "golden key" to solve 
present global issues, and noted that enterprises around the 
world should build up scientific operation philosophies, make 
certain the internal and external relationships, be responsible 
"enterprise citizens", and thus develop in a healthy and 
harmonious way. In recent years, the Chinese government has 
paid great attention to environmental protection, and people 
in all sectors of society have been increasingly concerned of 
sustainable issues. We are confident that China's chemical 
industry is ushering in a "high-quality development" period 
full of opportunities, a general trend that won't be reversed 
or impacted by the short-term economic slowdown.

With the corporate vision of "Fine Chemistry, Green Life", 
the company integrates business practices with social 
values, pursuing sustainable development, and sharing 
growth with all stakeholders, employees and customers. 
In response to the Belt and Road Initiative, we have taken 
the lead to cooperate with countries and regions along the 
Belt and Road for business model innovations. We have 
deepened our understanding of new materials, new energy 
and eco-friendly agrochemistry to provide new products 
and solutions to our customers. We have comprehensively 

implemented HSE management, and advanced the DuPont 
management system and "Five Star Plant" construction in 
our subsidiaries, to guarantee employee health, plant safety, 
and environmental governance. We have continuously 
improved talent cultivation mechanisms and leveraged the 
GROWTH Academy to establish a progressive employee 
career development system. We took active part in public 
welfare causes and supported the national targeted 
poverty alleviation program to manifest our sense of social 
responsibility as a centrally-administered SOE. Sinochem 
Fine Chemical Circular Economy Industrial Park, currently 
under construction in the harbor district of Lianyungang City, 
Jiangsu Province, will also contribute to the development of 
China's circular economy.

In 2019, Sinochem International was granted the "Award for 
Annual Outstanding Enterprises in Sustainable Development" 
by Southern Weekly and the "CSR Award" by China Petroleum 
and Chemical Industry Federation (CPCIF) for its outstanding 
performance. We also passed the third-party CSR evaluation 
by EcoVadis and won the "Bronze Medal" rating.

2020 is the last year of building a moderately prosperous 
society in all regards and the "13th Five-Year" Plan, and also a 
critical year for the Chinese economy to transform from high-
speed growth to high-quality development. The chemical 
industry in China experienced profound adjustments over 
the last few years. It is ushering in brand new development 
in 2020. The integrated development mode of chemical 
industrial parks has become the industry standard, and 
the concept of "Green Development" has wider support. 
Sinochem International, a chemical flagship of Sinochem 
Group, is playing a key role in the upgrading of the Chinese 
chemical industry. 

Guided by the core value of "In Science We Trust", we 
are functioning as a catalyst in chemistry, using our own 
professional knowledge and advantages wisely, releasing the 
full potential of innovation, offering high-quality, green and 
healthy products and innovative solutions, and cooperating 
with stakeholders to find sustainable developmental 
practices to meet global challenges, thus to be a model 
of sustainable development for world-class fine chemical 
enterprises. 

Yang Hua, Chairman 
of Sinochem International



About Sinochem International
Sinochem International is a large-scale state-owned listed corporation of global prominence (stock code: 600500) with core 
competitiveness in agrochemicals, intermediates, new materials, polymer additives and natural rubber. It provides products and 
services to over 100 countries and regions. 

Since its public listing on the Shanghai Stock Exchange in 2000, Sinochem International has been ranked among the Top 100 Listed 
Chinese Enterprises by Fortune magazine for several years, and has been giving back to shareholders and society with outstanding 
performance. The company has earned honors and awards including first place in the Top 100 Listed Chinese Companies with Best 
Management, Best Board of Directors, and Most Respected Listed Chinese Company.

With the corporate vision of "Fine Chemistry, Green Life", the company is actively innovating technologies, mechanisms and modes 
to implement the key strategy to become a high-performance NEV materials solution provider as well as a benchmarking pesticide 
enterprise in China. We are committed to establishing a world-class innovative fine chemical enterprise. 

Sinochem Group, the controlling party of Sinochem International, is listed among the Top 500 companies by Fortune magazine 29 
times, and it ranked 88th in 2019.
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Business Overview

Yangnong Group has four well equipped 
production bases in China, boasting 
a leading market position and global in-
fluence in aromatic hydrocarbon chlor-
obenzene series,  epichlorohydrin 
and more. 

Our agrochemical business covers R&D 
of original and generic products, pestic-
ide production, preparation processing 
and packaging, product registration on 
domestic and international markets, b-
rand marketing and other segments on
the industrial chain. Yangnong Chemi-
cal is capable of development and ind-
ustrial production of original pesticide
with complete independent intellectu-
al property, and is a leading supplier in 
the industry around the world.

Sennics Co., Ltd. has a number of R&D 
centers and production bases in China, 
producing rubber antioxidant, vulcaniz-
ing agents, vulcanization accelerators, n-
itrobenzene, etc. The business covers 
more than 50 countries and regions as 
sales network extends to Europe, North 
America, and Southeast Asia.

The company has been capable of R&D, 
production and sales on the whole ind-
ustrial chain of pharmaceuticals and 
healthcare, enjoying unique competiti-
veness in R&D and innovation, large-sc-
ale manufacturing, product distribution 
and foreign trade. It is a leading R&D, 
production and sales service provider 
in segment markets like medical appa-
ratus and instruments, nutritional ingr-
edients, food additives and medicine

Through rapid development of high-pe-
rformance fibers and composites, such 
as aramid fiber and high-strength poly-
ethylene, Sinochem International is est-
ablishing a world leading position in 
the lightweight automotive industry in 
the fields of lightweight materials and 
high-performance fibers. Meanwhile, 
the company newly enters the membr-
ane material industry starting from the 
R&D of reverse osmosis membrane. Our natural rubber business scope co-

vers planting, processing, marketing 
as well as research, production, and val-
ue- added services. It has established a
presence in China, Southeast Asia, Sou-
th Asia, Europe, Africa and America. 
Now it has formed an integrated busin-
ess model with upstream and downstr-
eam industrial chain operations.

Our new energy business focuses on li-
thium batteries and battery materials. 
The company has production bases in 
Huai'an (Jiangsu) and Zhongwei (Ning-
xia). At the same time, taking advantage
of Sinochem's industrial chain, the co-
mpany has quickly gained presence in
cascade utilization of batteries, quick 
charging, battery recycling and other 
critical businesses, to create a new ene-
rgy ecosystem.

Chemical 
Intermediates

Agrochemicals

Polymer Additives

New Materials

New Energy

Pharmaceuticals 
and Healthcare

Natural Rubber

Lightweight 
Materials

Membrane 
Materials

High-Performance 
Fiber Materials

Core 
Businesses

Core 
BusinessesMain Businesses Main BusinessesSubsidiaries Subsidiaries

Yangnong Group

Yangnong Chemical 
(600486.SH)

Sennics

Sinochem Health

Halcyon Agri 
Corporation 
Limited

Sinochem Plastics

Elix Polymers S.L

Sinochem Memtech
Sinochem (Ningbo) 
RO Memtech

Jun Sheng New Energy

Sinochem High 
Performance Fiber 
Materials

Sinochem (Hebei) 
Lithium Battery 
Technology

Lithium Battery 
Recycling

Sinochem (Ningxia) 
Lithium Battery 
Materials

Lithium Battery 
Materials 

Power battery
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Sinochem Green Energy 
Technology (Shanghai)

Sinochem (Yangzhou) 
Lithium Battery 
Technology
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List of Performance Indicators
Main Honors of Sinochem International and Its Subsidiaries in 2019

Sinochem 
International

Sennics

Sinochem 
Plastics

Yangnong 
Group

Sinochem 
Crop Care

Fortune China 500 (No. 151)

China Top 500 Petrochemical Companies (No. 289)

ICIS Top 100 Chemical Distributors (World No.6; Asia No.1)

China Top 500 Petrochemical Companies (No. 105)

China Top 100 Pesticide Manufacturers (No. 2)

Top 100 Chinese Pesticide Sellers (No.11)

Top 200 Chinese Pesticides Exporters

Note: Unless otherwise specified, the currency used in this report is RMB. ① ton of standard coal equivalent

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International
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Strategies of Sustainable Development
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Sinochem International raises sustainable development up to corporate strategic level. We are dedicated to integrating commercial 
practices and social values with optimized business models and product designs. To shape a sustainable future, we aim to promote 
balanced development of the economy, society and environment as a whole.



Vision and Objective

Corporate vision: 

Corporate mission: 

Objective of sustainable development: 

Action of sustainable development: FINE 2030 Action 

Corporate strategy: 
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Sinochem International raises sustainable development up to corporate strategic level. We are dedicated to integrating commercial 

practices and social values with optimized business models and product designs. To shape a sustainable future, we aim to promote 

balanced development of the economy, society and environment as a whole.

The "FINE 2030 Action", based on Goal 12: Responsible Consumption and Production and Goal 13: Climate Action in the 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations that are closely related to the company, contributes to realization of 

SDGs with innovation and responsibility taking.

Fine Chemistry, Green Life

To become a China-based innovative leader in the fine chemistry industry with global presence, a provider of innovative high-

quality green products as well as integrated solutions in new energy, new materials and bioindustry, and a contributor to the 

growth of shareholders, employees and customers 

To be a model of sustainable development for fine chemical industry 

In the title of the action, the "FINE" stands for both "Fine Chemistry" in English and "happiness" in Chinese, manifesting the 

original intention of "Chemistry for a Better Life" of Sinochem International. "FINE" is also the acronym of "Foundation", 

"Innovation", "Network" and "Environment", representing "solid foundation", "technological innovation", "partnership network", 

and "environment-friendly production" respectively. Sinochem International, following the principle of "In Science We Trust", 

functions as a catalyst in chemistry, utilizes its professional knowledge and advantage, releases the full potential of scientific 

and technological innovation, offers high-quality, green and healthy products and innovative solutions, and cooperates with 

stakeholders to seek sustainable ways to meet global challenges.

With the core value of "In Science We Trust", we implement an innovation-driven strategy, to build a world-class innovative fine 

chemical enterprise. The key strategy is to become a high-performance NEV materials solution provider as well as a benchmarking 

pesticide enterprise in China. 

New Materials: Based on our existing fine chemical businesses and guided by materials science, we are developing with a focus 

on automobile materials. We work to optimize and upgrade high-performance materials, intermediates, polymer additives and 

lightweight materials, and greatly develop new chemical materials including high-performance fibers, membrane materials, 

electronic chemicals and more.

New Energy: We make great efforts in the development of lithium batteries, lithium battery materials (including resources) and 

other new energy businesses.

Biological industry: Additionally, we are optimizing and upgrading our traditional agrochemical businesses with a competitive 

edge.

FINE 2030 Action

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International
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Analysis on Material Issues
To guarantee a comparable material issues management and in-depth practices, in 2019 Report we continue to cover most topics 

adopted in the precious reporting period. With the diversification of business of the company and change of external environment, 

demands of stakeholders in our business value chain are also evolving; therefore, a minor adjustment has been made to some 

material topics.

Process of Analysis on Material Topics

Anti-Corruption 
and Integrity

Information 
Security

Compliance Management Customer Satisfaction

Strengthening Party Building Capacity

Sustainable Procurement

Customer Health and Safety

R&D and Commercial Innovation

Transformation and 
Development

Risk Prevention Product Safety

Pollution Prevention

Environmental Management

Chemical Management

Response to National 
Policy 

Occupational Health 
and Safety

Sustainable Products 
and Solutions

Energy Consumption and 
Greenhouse Gasses 

Water Resource 
Management 

Training and Occupational 
Development

Intellectual Property 
Protection

Targeted Poverty 
Alleviation

Decent Work Conditions

Diversity and Equality

Community Participation

Intermediate

High

HighThe importance of economic, environmental and 
social impacts

Sustainable Management Action Map

Objective of "FINE 2030 Action"

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Sustainable products 
output up by 50%

80% subsidiaries certified by 
third-party on sustainability  

Continuous reduction in 
CO   emissions per ton of 
product(base year: 2018)

Sustainable production and 
operation based on sustainable 
networks

2

Attention Paid to Stakeholder

FINE 2030 ACTION 

50% Responsible
Production 

80%
CO 
Reduction

2

Review Ranking
Provide references 
and basis for 
analyzing material 
topics based on the 
feedback and review 
of stakeholders

Identify 25 topics 
through analyzing 
corporate policy 
documents and 
communicating with 

external experts

Communicate and 
consult with all 
stakeholders to rank 
the material topics 
by importance

external experts 

results based on the 
corporate strategy 
and operation 
policies of the year 

Foundation
Management 
System

Innovation
Responsibility
Innovation

Network
Partner Networks

FINE Model

Fine Chemistry, Green LifeStrategic Vision

Strategic Path

Major Actions

Management 
Guarantee

Environment

Enhancement of 
Leading 
Position in 
Technological 
Innovation

Guarantee of 
Healthy and 
Safe Opera-
tions

Environmen-
tally-
friendly 
Development

Innovative 
Training for 
Outstanding 
Employees

Sustainable 
Supply 
Chain

Co-construc-
tion of a 
Transparent 
and Harmoni-
ous Community

-
ment of Goals and 
Actions

Establishment of 
Regulations

Development of 
Action Plan

Development of 
System Scheme

Integration into 
Functional 
Management

Integration into 
Business Operations

Establishment 
of Regulations

Preparation and 
Release of Reports

Continuous 
Communication 
and Feedback

World-class 
Benchmarking



China's chemical industry has entered a critical stage of transformation and upgrading with sustainability being the most compelling 
mega-trend. Sinochem International has been firm in practicing green development as its core competitiveness. In late 2019, Yangnong 
Group, a subsidiary of the company, took the initiative to relocate from the city of Yangzhou to a suburban industrial park, a milestone for 
Sinochem in implementing its sustainable development strategy.

A New Chapter of Green Development: Yangnong 
Group's Relocation from Downtown to Suburban 
Industrial Park

15 16
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Yangnong's Baotawan Plant shut production and 
exited the city of Yangzhou
The Baotawan Plant, situated on the bank of the Ancient Canal in Yangzhou City, Jiangsu Province, is the birthplace of Yangnong 
Group, a 62-year-old chemical company. Since China's Reform and Opening-up, this area, once in the outskirts, is now at the 
center of the city in the wake of urbanization. It is increasingly not in line with urban safety requirements, cultural and ecological 
preservation along the Ancient Canal, and development needs of Yangnong itself.

The relocation of the Baotawan Plant marks a milestone of the safe urban development of Yangzhou. On December 20, 2019, 
Baotawan Plant officially ended production and withdrew from the downtown area of Yangzhou. The new plant has been put into 
operation in Sinochem Circular Economy Industrial Park in the harbour area of Lianyungang city.

2003

2011

2017

2019

From the Era of Canal to the Era of Ocean: 
A journey of Yangnong Group's strategic relocation

Yangnong Group took the initiative to build new 
plants in the Yangzhou Chemical Industry Park 
along the Yangtze River, the first step in its strategic 
relocation. It marks Yangnong's transition from the 
era of Canal to the era of Yangtze River

Yangzhou Municipal Government, Sinochem 
International and Yangnong Group signed a 
three-party strategic cooperation agreement, 
officially launching the strategic relocation.

Yangnong Group started to build a new 
production base in Sinochem Circular Economy 
Industrial Park in coastal city Lianyungang, 
taking another leap from the era of Yangtze 
River to the era of Ocean.

The Baotawan Plant of Yangnong Group 
ended production. Phase I of the new plant in 
Sinochem Circular Economy Industrial Park in 
Lianyungang was put into operation

Yangzhou Pesticide Factory (established in 1958), predecessor of Yangnong Group

Panorama of the Baotawan Plant of Yangnong Group (2019)

Design sketch of the new headquarters of 
Yangnong Group in planning

The Baotawan Plant of Yangnong Group

2004-2005
2010

2013

Youth Chemical Co., Ltd. and the phase I 
project of Jiangsu Ruixiang Chemical Co., Ltd. 
in the Yangzhou Chemical Industry Park were 
successfully put into operation

Responding to China's Great Western 
Development Strategy, Yangnong Group started 
to build a new plant in Zhongwei Industrial 
Park, Ningxia.

Construction of the production base of 
Yangnong Group in Rudong County, Nantong 
City commenced.

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International
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Building a green and smart plant in Sinochem 
Circular Economy Industrial Park
Seizing the chance of strategic relocation, Yangnong Group takes the initiative to further implement green development. It has 
stepped up efforts in environmental protection and safety management while upgrades its development modes by strengthening 
sustainability as core competitiveness to win the first-mover advantage during the industrial transition towards greener practices.

The Sinochem Circular Economy Industrial Park in Xuwei New Area, Lianyungang is the gateway of Sinochem International to 
implement its strategic layout. Under collaboration and support of Sinochem International, Yangnong Group managed to complete 
a new modern plant, Ruiheng New Materials Co., Ltd., on the coastal area in merely two years from 2017. For Phase I, with a total 
investment of RMB 4.2 billion, the m-dichlorobenzene and trichlorobenzene project with an annual output of 20,000 tons, the 
nitrochlorobenzene project with an annual output of 80,000 tons, the storage tank farm and the auxiliary public project have 
been completed. Undertaking all production capacity from former Baotawan Plant, this new plant plays a crucial part in not only 
the strategic relocation and business upgrading of Yangnong Group but also the implementation of materials science strategy of 
Sinochem International.

During the construction of the new plant, Sinochem International and Yangnong Group established a systematic and standardized 
safety management system. From vacuum preloading to land leveling, from civil construction to equipment installation and from 
solo test run to feeding and operation, every assignment went under the whole-process safety supervision. As a result, no safety or 
environmental accidents occurred during the 2 years of construction.

With industry-leading green processes, the new plant has made breakthroughs in extending the product chain of circular economy, 
resource utilization, waste reduction, recycling and in-depth stewardship. To be specific, the world's first production facilities of 
epichlorohydrin by hydrogen peroxide process independently developed by Yangnong Group with an output of 150,000 tons/year 
is to quickly replace backward production capacity in the industry with its clean production and comprehensive competitive edge 
and significantly promote the sustainability of the whole industry in China.

Meanwhile, Sinochem International is promoting transformation and upgrading through the application of information 
technologies. It has introduced to the new plant the most advanced smart plant design philosophy and the Sinochem Fine 
Chemical Excellence Operation System. Cutting-edge technologies such as clouds, big data, mobile technologies, IoT, and 5G have 
been adopted in aspects like global perception, optimization integration, autonomous prediction and collaborative sharing to 
create a safe, green, smart and efficient modern plant.

Eco-friendly smart plants with high HSE standards are an important carrier of sustainability and high-quality 

development of chemical industry. With advanced clean technologies and green processes, Sinochem International 

is working hard to construct an innovative and green circular economy industrial park and continue cultivating 

industrial clusters to boost sustainable development in the fine chemical industry in China.

After the Baotawan Plant ended production, the old site will be transformed into new headquarters, serving as the administration, 
marketing, finance, and R&D center of Yangnong Group. It's to be the think tank and innovative base of Yangnong, a display hall of 
industrial civilization and a unique landscape on the bank of the Ancient Canal.

While contributing to Yangzhou's headquarters economy, Yangnong Group is devoting efforts to the transformation and upgrading 
of the Yangzhou Canal Bay Area Scenic Spot  where the headquarters is situated. The goal is to build a modern garden headquarters 
combining modern civilization and ancient culture and blending in the scenery of the three-bay areas along the Ancient Canal, to 
add new elements to a prosperous and beautiful Yangzhou, and to help build a city famous for technological innovation.

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Design sketch of planning of the Yangzhou Canal Bay Area Scenic Spot

New production base of Yangnong Group in Sinochem Circular Economy Industrial Park in Lianyungang



Guided by Sinochem's core value "In Science We Trust", Sinochem International has deepened reform to enhance corporate 

governance in an effort to strengthen its competitiveness and support sustainable development.

Corporate Governance and Business Ethics
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Structure of Corporate Governance

Major Measures for Improving Corporate Governance: 

Meetings of Board of Directors and Board of Supervisors in 2019: 

Corporate Governance
Sinochem International persists in performing legal responsibilities, and strictly abides by domestic and overseas laws and 
regulations for listed companies. It keeps improving corporate governance system, actively establishes effective governance 
framework, further discloses information on operations, strengthens ESG governance, and seeks to mobilize its internal growth 
motivation, to strongly support the sustainable corporate development.

Newly appointed directors are trained in the company in terms of corporate business, operations, organizational structure, legal 
supervision obligations of directors and supervisors, terms of reference of each of the professional committees, etc., to make sure 
they are well aware of operations and business development of the company, to properly perform their obligations under each of 
the applicable laws and regulations, as well as the corporate rules. Additionally, directors are informed of the business operations 
of the company via quarterly financial statements submitted to them at regular intervals.

The Board of Directors and Board of Supervisors, set up under the Shareholders' Meeting of Sinochem International, authorize the 
management of the company to be responsible for the operation, thus forming an effective and coordinated corporate governance 
mechanism. The Shareholders' Meeting, Board of Directors and special committees, Board of Supervisors and special committees, 
and senior management operate in a standardized way, with clearly defined responsibilities. These measures have contributed to 
the continuously improved effectiveness of corporate governance.

In 2019, Sinochem International changed the term of office to the 8th Board of Directors,consisting of 7 directors, of which 3 are 
independent. For the latest resume of all directors, visit the corporate website www.sinochemintl.com.

Each of the directors of the Sinochem International is empowered according to applicable laws and regulations,and exercises 
rights and performs obligations under the Rules of Procedure of the Board of Directors. During deliberation of major operational 
decision, foreign investment, the nomination of senior officers and their remuneration and assessment, internal audit,etc., 
independent directors of the company always try to learn about the actual situation in different ways, make prudent judgments 
based on their professional knowledge, and express their independent opinions on the result, playing a key supervisory and 
advisory role.

Under the Board of Directors are the Sustainable Development Committee, the Strategy Committee, the Nomination and Corporate 
Governance Committee, the Remuneration and Assessment Committee and the Audit and Risk Committee. The 3 independent 
directors are the chairman of the Nomination and Corporate Governance Committee ,the Remuneration and Assessment 
Committee and the Audit and Risk Committee, respectively. Besides,independent directors account for the majority members in 
the three important professional committees.

Sinochem International Organizational Structure

In December 
2019, Sinochem 
International was 
awarded the Board 
Value Creation Award 
at the 15th Golden 
Round Table Prize for 
the Board of Directors 
of China Listed 
Companies.

Mending corporate governance regulations. In 2019, the Articles of Association, the General Manager Manual, the Rules 
of Procedure of the Board of Directors , the Rules of Procedure of the Shareholders' Meeting, etc., were amended; new 
rules under the Company Law governing the share repurchase by listed companies were implemented; requirements for 
corporate governance of listed companies were further specified; matters requiring management approval were classified 
and deliberation authorities divided for the Board of Directors and the chairman; the Board of Directors delegated relevant 
functions and powers to the operation level to achieve higher efficiency of rules of procedure. 

Improving corporate governance structure. By implementing the "restricted stock incentive plan", the corporate 
governance structure is further improved. The company has thus established an incentive and restraint mechanism to help 
ensure the realization of corporate strategies and operational goals. That's the first breakthrough in stock incentive since 
the company went public 20 years ago.

3 meetings of the 
Shareholders' Meeting

12 meetings of Board of 
Directors

7 meetings of Board of 
Supervisors

5 meetings of the 
Audit Committee

5 meetings of the 
Remuneration Committee

2 meetings of the 
Nomination Committee

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International
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Strengthening ESG Management

Investor Relations Management

Sinochem International attaches great importance to ESG management. To further improve corporate governance structure, the 
Sustainable Development Committee has been set under the Board of Directors. This committee is mainly in charge of deliberating 
the sustainable development goals and plans of the company, supervising the operation of the sustainable development 
management system, allocating resources and offering instruction to improve sustainability of the company. It reports to the 
Board. The committee is composed of three directors of the Board, including Chairman Yang Hua, General Manager Liu Hongsheng 
and Independent Director Xu Yongqian. To perform its duties, the committee has set up a Sustainable Development Task Force 
supported in execution by five special groups: HSE, Production & Operation, Community Communication, Employee Care, and 
Supply Chain. Currently 20 employees are assigned to the Task Force.

Sinochem International pays great attention to communication with investors and fully guarantees the equal rights of all 
shareholders, especially small and medium-sized ones. We disclose company-related information of concern to investors in an 
accurate, timely, complete and pro-active manner. In 2019, Sinochem International published 4 periodic reports and 50 provisional 
notices; it was rated Grade A for information disclosure by the Shanghai Stock Exchange.

At Sinochem International, we have established open and transparent two-way communication channels with small and medium-
sized shareholders to foster close interaction.

Decision Level
Executive Level

Sustainable Development Committee of Sinochem International

KPIs in 2019: 

1 outstanding CPC member of the central SOE

2 model workers of the central SOE

Yangnong Group awarded the title of "Advanced Collective 
of Central SOEs" by the ETTIC and SASAC

The 9625 Team of Shenyang Sciencreat won the title of 
"Brand Team with Chinese Characteristics in the New Era"

The hydrochloric acid workshop section of chlorine 
alkali factory of  Yangnong Group won the title of "Youth 
Civilization Unit of Central SOEs" granted by CCYL Central 
SOE Working Committee

360 Party building activities

Party building activities participated by 4,000 persons

Promoting Party Building
As a state-owned chemical enterprise directly under the central government, Sinochem International adheres to the leadership 
of the Party and promotes Party building. In 2019, the Sinochem International Party Committee follows the guide of Xi Jinping 
Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era, fully promotes Party building, and carries forward theme 
educational activities and thorough inspection and rectification.

Sinochem International guarantees the implementation of 
corporate strategies, in-depth reform and comprehensive 
transformation with high-quality Party building efforts. 
We inspire Party members to be role models at their posts, 
and give play to the role of demonstration of grass-roots 
party organizations and party members in production and 
operational safety as well as innovation through setting 
up Party building demonstration sites and Party member 
pioneering posts along with launching various campaigns 
including Party Member for Excellence, No Rule Violation, 
No Safety Accident by Your Side, Stay Safe with Party 
Member, and Red-Flag Group Contest during the company's 
construction of new industrial bases and major projects. 

Highlights in Party Building in 2019
Carrying out in-depth educational activities on the theme of "remain true to our original 
aspiration and keep our mission firmly in mind", to encourage employees to apply what they've 
learned in their work and properly practice Sinochem's core value "In Science We Trust" in Party 
member instruction.

Starting with the inspection and rectification and "two responsibilities" requirements of the 
group to extend comprehensive strict Party self-governance down to the grassroots, in a broader 
scope and deeper depth

Making further efforts to educate and manage Party members, and train secretaries of Party 
organizations at all levels and Party workers in a classified and graded manner, to lift the 
professional work level of Party building 

Following the main principle of "Year of Improving Party Building Capacity" to fully improve the 
quality of Party building at the grassroots level

Consolidating the "grassroots, foundation and basic skills" and advancing the top-level 
management over grassroots Party branches, with the "creativity, cohesion and combat 
effectiveness" Party building contents as the core

Theme Education

Carrying out 
Thorough 
Inspection and 
Rectification

Making further 
efforts to train 
Party member 
talents 

Strengthening 
Party Building 
Capacity 

Communication Channels with Investors

We disclose corporate governance, key perfomance indicators, financing and ratings, periodical reports 
and other important information concerned by investors on the company webiste 

We timely answer investors' inquires at SSE E-Interaction platform, and send their feedback to 
management

For strategic projects of the company, we organize various online and offline briefings and meetings 
where senior management of the company interact with investors to elaborate company strategies

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Audit and Risk
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Hse Group Production & 
Operation Group

Employee Care 
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Sustainable
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Board of Directors

Sustainable Development Task Force
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Sustainable
Development

Committee
Strategy 
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Nominating and 

Corporate Governance 
Committee
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Risks and Compliance
Sinochem International upholds honesty and integrity as a key point in corporate culture, strictly abides by laws, regulations 
and social rules of operation, improves all compliance policies, pays attention to risks and internal control, and establishes and 
improves the risk control mechanisms to promote the sustainable corporate development.

The Big Data Platform for Risk Control of the Fine Chemical Industry is an outstanding digital strategy practice of the 
company in the field of information management. This platform adopts new digital technologies. Based on the company's 
historical transaction data and external big data, it employs the data governance capabilities and credit risk customization 
models to analyze and assess big data to predict the risk levels of transaction entities. Such practices have turned to 
post-transaction remedies into risk prevention prior to transactions. Additionally, through dynamic monitoring and early 
alarming during transactions, the goals of "risk damage reduction, cost cutting and revenue increasing" were all realized.

Risk Prevention and Control
At Sinochem International, we see operation safety as the premise of business development. By identifying and assessing risks 
facing the company, and making emergency response plans to those risks, we managed to steadily improve the profit quality and 
operation management level.

KPIs in 2019: 

3 patents for risk management, 3 copyrights of computer software and 2 papers on risk control

Case: Big Data Platform for Risk Control of the Fine Chemical Industry

Compliance Management
Sinochem International strictly complies with laws and regulations of China and places of operation, having laid down compliance 
systems and codes of conducts. We have transformed from coping with compliance risks negatively to preventing risks actively, 
thus guaranteeing sustainable development of the company.

Risk Prevention and Control Measures in 2019

A whole-process credit management procedure, 
from the facility examination and approval prior to 
transactions, monitoring during transactions and 
overdue management post transactions, was created; 
management requirements were graded; subsidiaries 
were assisted in creating credit assessment models and 
setting rating standards based on their own business 
features; credit systems were supplemented, external 
risk prevention and control measures introduced, 
and risk guarantee and transfer mechanisms
developed 

Subsidiaries were inspected, with attention paid to 
the whole-cycle management before the inspections, 
during the inspections and after the inspections of 
subsidiaries; organic collaboration with internal 
auditors was realized; subsidiaries inspected were 
tracked on rectification plan making to avoid risk 
events

Continuous efforts were made to advance the 
construction of big data platforms. New technologies, 
such as big data and cloud computing, were applied 
to analyzing and screening business information from 
multiple perspectives, and portraying images of users 
of our clients, thus aiding risk control and business 
personnel to clearly identify transaction risks

About ten risk trainings were carried out, involving 
prevention of national risks, industrial risks, credit 
transaction operation risks, etc.  Individuals from 
the business, finance, risk, legal services and other 
departments participated

Strengthening credit management mechanism Carrying out risk trainings

Introducing new technical proposals
Strengthening supervision 
over internal audits

Compliance Management Measures in 2019

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Sinochem International has a reasonable whistle-blowing mechanism and a whistle-blower protection system in place which 
strictly regulates the practice to receive whistle-blowers and the authority to access whistle-blowing contents and the records. 
Then, the whistle-blowers and the whistle-blowing contents are kept secret, and it's forbidden to forward whistle-blowing to 
departments or persons reported, to ensure a long-term and effective operation of the whistle-blowing mechanism. 

Risk 
Prevention 
and Control 
Measures in 
2019

KPIs in 2019: 

11 compliance trainings, attended by all employees

No major litigation or arbitration cases identified under the Rules Governing the Listing of Stocks on the 
Shanghai Stock Exchange (April 2019)

"Excellent Legal Team (Mergers & Acquisitions)"and "Outstanding Legal Team (Restructuring and 
Industrials)"of the In-House Counsel Awards 2019 by China Business Law Journal

Improving Compliance 
Management System 

Strengthening Supervision and 
Inspection of Enterprises

Enhancing Employees' 
Compliance Awareness 

Compliance management 
systems for export control were 
created, and compliance systems 
and operation manuals were 
issued

Professionals inside and outside 
of the company joined to 
supervise and inspect enterprises 
with "new technologies, new 
projects and new teams" 
through special audit, third-party 
compliance inspection and other 
activities

Compliance training was carried 
out in the form of offline training, 
online communication and 
external learning activities. A 
sound compliance culture has 
thus been created
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Anti-Corruption and Anti-Bribery
Sinochem International strengthens anti-corruption and anti-bribery construction, having laid down the clean practice 
management methods and constraint mechanism, to regularize behaviors of the management and employees. Management and 
employees are required to strictly abide by applicable laws, regulations and professional ethics, jointly foster an incorruptible and 
industrious working climate, and avoid behaviors damaging rights and interests of the company and stakeholders.

KPIs in 2019: 

KPIs in 2019: 

4 new systems created and 7 updated

Anti-corruption and anti-bribery trainings to employees at critical posts, with a total attendance of 3,472 
persons, covering 100% of the trainees

No litigation of corruption or bribery

130 trade names registered (including those of our wholly-owned subsidiaries and controlled companies), of 
which 79 are registered overseas

519 trademarks registered, and 83 with pending applications

278 patents applications, including 214 patents for inventions

IP Protection
With the evolution of technological innovation and an increase of patents, trademarks and other IP, Sinochem International has set 
up the IP Management Committee to enhance the awareness of IP protection, improve IP management and protection, and reduce 
IP risks.

In 2019, Sinochem International improved IP management and control potential risks from technologies introduced via creating IP 
strategies, importing the technological intelligence system, offering trainings and holding seminars. A confidentiality system with 
IP protection as the core was built, and a multi-layer and multi-functional intelligence service system was initially completed.

Anti-Corruption and Anti-Bribery Measures in 2019

IP Protection Measures in 2019

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Safeguarding 
New Era

Innovate for a Green Future

National Security Education Day

World IP Day

System Improvement

Publicity and Education

Structural Reform

Supervision and Inspection

Making plans of building 
discipline inspection systems, 
with 4 systems like the 
Administrative Measures for 
Integrity Files of Leaders and 
Cadres (Trial) enacted

Organizing special inspection to 
say "no" to formalism in HSE, 
reminding managers and 
employees of avoiding formalism, 
bureaucracy, hedonism and 
extravagance, and carrying out 
special inspections in this regard 

Management Advancement 
Carrying out integrity risk prevention and control projects, 
and creating major joint supervision working mechanism, 
with a total of 11 joint supervision projects launched 
across the year

Activities like construction of the Party conducted and 
anti-corruption major supervision working conferences 
held each quarter, to gather managers from various 
departments to judge the risks, and deliberate over 
supervision and management measures, thus forming a 
cross-function and cross-profession supervision force 

Anti-Corrup-
tion and 

Anti-Bribery 
Measures in 

2019

System 
Building

Awareness 
Enhance-

ment

Tech
Upgrading

Planning to create core technological databases
Analyzing and planning patents for 
core technologies

Organizing intellectual property 
trainings for employees
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Information Security Sustainable Development Management
To respond to the security and confidentiality situations and to meet the work requirements in the new era, Sinochem 
International set up the Network and Informatization Leading Group with the General Manager as the head in 2019. This group 
takes responsibility for organizing and leading the network and informatization work of the company. At the same time, we further 
transformed and upgraded the confidentiality practices, established and improved the confidentiality management system with 
solid foundations, operating orderly with risks under control, to ensure the security of state secrets and business secrets. 

In terms of customer privacy protection, Sinochem International treats customer information as corporate business secrets, having 
adopted the cryptosystem and independent encrypted equipment for such information in 2019. When developing and maintaining 
the customer management system, we apply third-party intrusion detection tests, server data encryption management, and 
password verification reinforcement measures via various criteria to ensure security of customer information.

Sinochem International continuously strengthens sustainable development management systems building, further incorporates 
sustainable developments in daily operation management, promotes the company to transform growth engines, and timely 
identifies and controls safety, environmental protection and other sustainability risks and opportunities in order to contribute to 
the balanced development of the economy, society and the environment.

Advancement of the Management System
In 2019, guided by the "In Science We Trust" core value, Sinochem International implemented the three-year action plan of 
sustainable development, and carried it out in the six key directions set out in the "Sustainable Management Action Map".

Officially established the Sinochem 
Sustainable Supplychain (3S) project, and 
issued the 3S Initiative in October

Joined the"GoldenBee Global CSR 2030 
Initiative"and released the"FINE 2030 
Action"initiative and action plan

Officially released the Supplier Code of Conduct to 
build consensus among upstream and downstream 
enterprises on the construction of a sustainable 
supply chain 

Formulated the Sustainable Development 
Management Measures and Evaluation Principles,  
and organized trainings and seminars related

KPIs in 2019: 

No complaint about invasion of customer privacy

Enhancement of 
Leading Position 
in Technological 
Innovation

Guarantee of 
Healthy and 
Safe Operations

Environmentally-
friendly 
Development

Innovative 
Training for 
Outstanding 
Employees

Sustainable 
Supply 
Chain

Co-construction 
of a Transparent 
and Harmonious 
Community

Foundation
Management 

System

Scientific 
Assessment 
of Goals and 
Actions

Establishment of 
Regulations

Integration into 
Functional 
Management

Preparation and 
Release of Reports

Development of 
Action Plan

Integration into 
Business Operations

Continuous 
Communication and 
Feedback

Development of 
System Scheme

Establishment of 
Regulations

World-class 
Benchmarking

Innovation
Responsibility

Innovation
EnvironmentNetwork

Partner Networks

FINE Model

Fine Chemistry, Green LifeStrategic Vision

Strategic Path

Major Actions

Management 
Guarantee

Information Security Priorities in 2019
Building the Confidentiality Management System 

Information Security Education

Building the Confidentiality 
Management System 

Improving Information 
Security System

Key Projects of Sustainable Development Management in 2019

January 2019

June 2019

April 2019

September 2019

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

2019

Building the confidentiality management system framework,   set 
   ting up the Confidentiality Committee, and creating a  
       three-year work plan

                      Setting secret-level for documents, carrying 
                             out confidentiality self-checking, etc., 
                                   according to plan

Organizing 2 business secrets 
trainings and 3 state security level 
protection trainings

Operating the Secrecy 
Channel column for internal 
communication, to lift employees 
consciousness of business secrets

Laying down and upgrading 31 information  
security management systems, and 
updating and detailing the Confidentiality 
Management Measures as required by 
the ISO 27001 standard and the network 
and informatization work requirements of 
Sinochem Group 

Information security transformation of our 
central apparatus room in Shanghai 

Deploying security equipment meeting 
intrusion prevention system requirements, 
and finishing security transformation 
connected to the supervision platform

Adopting hybrid cloud disaster preparation 
solutions to replace traditional tape-based 
disaster preparations, thus improving data 
backup reliability

Completing DCS industrial control and   
    other important system statistics, to pre-          
        vent industrial systems from being 
             invaded

                      Reinforcing wireless controls, to    
                            prevent wireless users from 
                                attacking the server 

Information
Security
Priorities

in 2019
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Honors and Recognitions for Sustainable Development of the Company in 2019

Won the "GoldenBee 2019 Outstanding CSR Report: 
Environmental Responsibility Information Disclosure Award" 
granted by China Sustainability Tribune

Won the title of "Corporate Citizen Model of China 
petrochemical industry " for 2019 granted by China Chemical 
Industry News

December 2019

January 2020

Case: Launching the "FINE 2030 Action" Initiative

In June 2019, Sinochem International announced at the 14th Goldenbee Global CSR Forum to join in the "GoldenBee 
Global CSR 2030 Initiative", and released the Sinochem International "FINE 2030 Action" Initiative. In the initiative, 
the company specified its goals and action plans, committed to contributing to China's sustainable development 
agenda, and the eventual achievement of SDGs. Sinochem International proactively responds to various sustainable initiatives of local governments, industrial and environmental 

protection organizations, and commits to contributing to sustainable development of society as a whole.

Initiatives or Goals on Sustainable Development Responded to 
by Sinochem International and Its Subsidiaries: 

Responsible Care

ICC Business Charter for Sustainable Development 

United Nations Global Compact

Sustainable Development Goals

Catalan Climate Change Office

Operation Clean Sweep

Won the "Annual Outstanding Overseas Sustainable 
Development Enterprise" award granted by Southern Weekly

Won the "Innovative Enterprise of 2019" award granted by 
Interface News of Shanghai United Media Group

July 2019

October 2019

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

For each of the initiatives, subsidiaries are allowed to set commitment goals and create action plans. 
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Building Sustainability Development Capacity
Sinochem International lays down sustainable development regulations, trains employees and conduct internal audits in this 
regard, analyzes the weaker parts in sustainable management, makes improvement work plans, and continuously improve 
employees' sustainable development awareness, to ensure effective progress made in sustainable development actions.

Case: Holding benchmarking seminar on sustainable development 
management measures

In September 2019, Sinochem International held the sustainable development benchmarking seminar in Shenzhen, 

lasting two days with nearly 30 people in attendance. At the seminar, attendees studied management measures and 

evaluation standards for sustainable development management systems of the company together, and discussed 

sustainable practices, in order to ensure the normal implementation and effective operation of sustainable 

development management systems.

Meanwhile, attendees were led to Daya Bay Nuclear Power Plant to learn from CGN in sustainable practices. 

They mainly learned about primary measures and characteristic practices of sustainable development status, 

responsibility communication of CGN, and had an informal discussion on "community construction and 

communication" with community representatives.

Measures to Build Sustainable Development Capacity

Case: Participating CSR Review of External Organization

2013: Sennics won the "Bronze Medal" rating from EcoVadis

2016: TfS evaluation score of Sennics Tongling Plant: 96/100; won the "Silver Medal" rating from EcoVadis

2018: Shenyang Sciencreat won the "Bronze Medal" rating from EcoVadis

2019: TfS evaluation score of Sennics Tongling Plant: 99/100; Sinochem International won the "Bronze 
Medal" rating from EcoVadis, and ranking in the top 30% of the industry in total evaluation score

Recently, Sinochem International and its subsidiaries have taken the initiative to participate in the CSR review of 
third-party CSR assessment institutions, to further perform our duties of social responsibility in all aspects.

EcoVadis is an online social responsibility evaluation platform in France, responsible for evaluating social 
responsibility status of suppliers for major enterprises, so as to improve the sustainability of such enterprises via 
controlling supply chain risks.

TfS (Together for Sustainability) is an alliance initiated by major companies in the chemical industry and is in charge 
of evaluating common suppliers of members in this alliance, and improving the sustainable development purchase 
manners in global supply chain. 

Laying down Regulations and Policies Specific Training Internal Audit

Preparing the Sustainable 
Development Management 
Measures, the Sustainable 
Development Evaluation 
Principles, the Internal Evaluation 
Standards  for Sustainable 
Supply Chain, etc. to incorporate 
sustainablen development in 
corporate systems and culture 

Convening seminars and supply 
chain workshop training to 
study sustainable practices of 
advanced companies, to improve 
employees' awareness

Seminar on sustainable development 
management measures

Visiting Daya Bay Nuclear Power Plant

Assessing and internally grading 
the sustainable development 
status of various BUs and plants, 
thus encouraging employees to 
practice sustainable philosophy 
in all parts of corporate 
operation

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Sinochem International received the EcoVadis bronze medal CSR rating



Case: Media visit on the theme of "Growing with the PRC: New Media 
Visiting State-Owned Enterprise"

In July 2019, before the 70th anniversary of the founding of the P.R.China, reporters from more than ten mainstream 

media outlets, such as Xinhua News Agency, People's Daily, Workers' Daily, huanqiu.com and China Internet Information 

Center came to Shenyang to visit the pesticide research and development base and factory of Sinochem International. 

That's part of the publicity activities organized by SASAC News Center and undertaken by various major central SOEs to 

celebrate the 70th birthday of the P.R.China. 
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Case: The first media tour of the smart plant

In June 2019, Sinochem International held the "Fine Chemical's Digital Transformation" open day together 

with Honeywell at Sennics' Tongling plant, offering reporters the chance to experience the efficient operation 

management and smart production of the plant.

Case: Motivating employees to innovate with equity incentives: face-to-
face communications between General Manager and employees

In 2019, Sinochem International launched a "restricted stock incentive", the first of its kind since being listed 20 years ago. 

The first batch of persons entitled to the incentive reached 257, including senior officers, persons at key posts and other 

core employees. The point is to effectively bind rights of core employees to the company development via this medium- 

and long-term incentive measure, to promote implementation of corporate strategies and continuous performance 

growth. To promote internal communication, we have adopted an innovative channel, the WeChat official account, 

to collect questions from employees. Then we interviewed General Manager Liu Hongsheng with those questions and 

posted the video on WeChat as way of "face-to-face"communications online. By doing so, we motivated our employees to 

share growth with the company.

Stakeholder Communication and Engagement
Sinochem International regularly communicates with stakeholders. We have created communication mechanisms and platforms 
treating internal and external parties equally, to ensure rights of stakeholders to be informed, engaged and supervised. We have 
created a sound communication relationship with stakeholders and received their understanding, trust and support.

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

CSR Field Research
CSR Case Study
Corporate Journal & Intranet

External
Communications

Internal 
Communications
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Ways of Response by Stakeholders

Stakeholders Material Topics Concerned Ways of Response

Strengthening Party Building Capacity
Response to National Policy
Targeted Poverty Alleviation

Environmental Management
Pollution Prevention
Chemical Management 
Energy Consumption and Greenhouse 
Gasses
Water Resources Management

R&D and Commercial Innovation
Sustainable Procurement

Risk Prevention and Control
Compliance Management
Anti-Corruption and Integrity
Transformation
IP Protection

Community Participation

Information Security
Product Safety
Sustainable Products and Solutions
Customer Health and Safety
Customer Satisfaction

Occupational Health and Safety
Diversity and Equality
Decent Work Conditions
Training and Occupational Development

Pay taxes according to the law
Periodic Work Reports
Policy Research, Planning, and Preparation

Communication with Environmental 
Departments and Social Organizations 
Learning from Advanced Domestic and 
Overseas Experiences 
Improving Production Process 

Improving R&D Capacity
Strengthening Supply Chain Management 
and Cooperation
Attending Industry Development Forums

General Meetings
Periodic Work Reports
Annual Reports

Communication with Governmental 
Departments and Social Organizations
Open Day Activity

Collecting Customers' Opinions
Handling Customer Complaints
Customers Satisfaction Surveys

Workers' Congresses
Employee Training
Collecting and Responding to Employees' 
Opinions and Suggestions

Government

Environment

Suppliers/Industries/

Partners/Financial 

Institutions

Shareholders

Media/Society/Public

Customers

Employees

Sinochem International Science and Technology Innovation 
Center held Family Day on the theme of "In Science We 
Trust" 

Representatives of Sinochem International attended the 
2019 "Global Trader Summit"in Singapore, where they 
discussed measures to grasp new business opportunities 
for sustainable development to meet future business cycle 
challenges.

Deputy General Manager of Sinochem International 
Wang Jun was invited to attend the Fifth Petrochemical 
Sustainable Development Forum to share the company's 
view of green development.

Representatives of Sinochem International were invited 
to attend the Process Intelligent Manufacturing Summit 
Forum 2019 to disclose progress of the company in digital 
construction.

Sinochem International held the First Conference for 
Cooperation and Communication of Financial Institutions 
with more than 120 representatives coming over from 50 
cooperative financial institutions. 

Board Secretary of Sinochem International, Ke Xiting, 
was invited to the "ESG Information Disclosure and 
Responsibility Investment Roundtable"

Deputy General Manager of Sinochem International Wang 
Jun attended the GoldenBee CSR Forum to deliver a 
keynote speech. 

May 2019

May 2019

June 2019

August 2019

November 2019

December 2019

December 2019

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Sinochem International held the "Sharing Insights on 
CSR" event with Southern Weekly to discuss new trends of 
CSR in 2019 with experts and representatives from other 
enterprises and public interest organizations

April 2019
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Upholding the "In Science We Trust" core value of Sinochem Group, Sinochem International underpins innovation as part of 

corporate strategy. Through unremitting efforts to innovate in technologies, mechanisms and business models, we aim to lay a 

solid foundation for sustainable development.

Innovation-Driven Development
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S&T Innovation System
Sinochem International is constructing the "Innovation Triangle" composed of innovation subjects, innovation manners and 
innovation culture, and cutting no corners to promote innovation of products, business portfolios, technologies, business modes 
and management, the four-in-one innovation driving strategy with the aim to be a high-throughput innovation engine of chemical 
sciences and technologies.

Focus areas: new energy, new materials and biological industries
Strategic implementation and platform establishment

R&D capacity 
building

Operating model transformation
Market development

6s+system and CSR implementation
innovation in incentives and

project management

innovation
subject

innovation
mode

innovation
culture

Product and business portfolio innovation

Sci & Tech innovation Business model innovation

Management innovation

"Innovation Triangle" and the four-in-one innovation strategy of Sinochem International

The two-layer R&D structure of Sinochem International

Sinochem International
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Ttechnology
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breakthroughs
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R&D

Strategic
management

Department of
Innovation
Management

Project
management

Resource
management

Outcome
management

Strategic planning

Resource integration

Project management

and IP protection

Cooperation and 

coordination

Core R&D Platforms of Sinochem International

Liu Changling, front-runner of new pesticide invention in China

1 state key lab

1 national engineering (technology) research 
center

1 national recognized enterprise technology 
center

Liu Changling, the chief scientist of Sinochem International Science and Technology Innovation Center, has long 
been engaged in research of new pesticides, a key national research project. He is hailed as the "First Inventor of New 
Pesticides" of China. For more than 30 years, he has successfully led to the completion of more than 10 key national 
research projects, and received over 200 patents for invention at home and abroad. His "Intermediate Derivatization 
Approach"is a milestone, helping to solve the worldwide problem of low success rates in the creation of new pesticides. 
The bactericide Flumorph, invented by him and his team using the Intermediate Derivatization Approach, has broken 
through the glass ceiling where China has no new pesticide discoveries, and created many "firsts" in the industry. It's a 
major contribution to the discovery of new pesticides and improving quality and efficiency of agricultural production in 
this country. In November 2019, Liu Changling was awarded the honorary title of "Central SOE Model" by SASAC.

10 national high-tech enterprises

5 academician workstations

2 postdoctoral workstations

Presently, Sinochem International has gradually built up a two-tiered R&D structure with the Sinochem International Science and 
Technology Innovation Center as the foundation complemented by the Central Research Institute and divisional R&D centers.

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Science and 
Technology 
Innovation Center Information

management
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KPIs in 2019: 

Key Scientific Research Awards Won by Sinochem International in 2019

RMB 968 million invested in scientific research, up 
47% year-on-year

1,844 scientists and engineers

71 ongoing research projects

26 major science and technology awards

278 patents applied for, including 214 patents for 
invention

An Approach of Preparing 2, 5-Dichloronitrobenzene by Indiscriminate Application and Continuous Nitrification of 
Acid, patent of Yangnong Group, won the 21st National Outstanding Innovation, the highest award for patents in 
China

The project "Green Catalytic and Selective Hydrogenation Common Technology and Its Industrialized Application 
to Aromatic Hydrocarbon Product Series"of Yangnong Group was awarded first prize in the "Science and 
Technology Progress Award" jointly with PetroChina and CPCIF

Projects "R&D and Industrialization of Clean Dicamba Production Technology and Development"and "Application 
of Clean Pyrethroid Production Technology"were awarded second prize in the "Science and Technology Progress 
Award" jointly with PetroChina and CPCIF

R&D Project Management
With R&D projects as the core, Sinochem International is vigorously optimizing technological innovation systems, enhancing 
innovative driving force and accelerating commercial applications of R&D achievements.

R&D Project Management System

Efforts are being made to unify and deepen the Phase-Gate R&D project management system created in 2017, improve the phase-
gate review procedures and enhance inter-department coordination and cooperation. The Phase Gate Management model has 
been applied throughout the whole product development process, where effective achievements in R&D projects across each 
business division has been made.

The phase-gate R&D project management system

R&D Needs Collection

Industrialization of R&D 
Projects

Phase-Gate 1Project Screening

Feasibility Study
 

Phase-Gate 2 Test Batch Approved

Lab R&D

Pilot Batch

Phase-Gate 3 Pilot Batch Approved

Phase-Gate 4 Engineering Project Approved

Engineering Design
Phase-Gate 5 Industrialization Approved

Project
Setup

Research & 
Development

Engineering

Industrialization

R&D Needs
Collection

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International



Innovative Technology Evaluation Model
In order to strengthen technological reviews and improve technological evaluation systems for investment projects, Sinochem 
International created the "66 Model" in 2019. With such a model, we have laid down the technological evaluation system and 
evaluation process for the introduction of projects, to ensure the success of strategic R&D projects and actively cultivate new 
growth engines.
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KPIs in 2019: 

Among the 17 key R&D projects, 3 entered the industrial implementation stage

16 projects passed the "66 Model" technology evalulation

The "66 Model" for technology evaluation of Sinochem International

Staff

IP

Competitiveness

Engineering

Policy

Applicability

Cultivating and Rewarding S&T Talents
Laying great importance on building up the scientific and technological talent team, we have organized trainings for S&T staff 
members to improve their innovation abilities and establish an innovation incentive mechanism covering the entire R&D and 
industrialization cycle to fully motivate and promote innovation.

For this purpose, an innovation incentive fund was set up. The plan is to invest RMB 200 million in salaries to be paid over three 
years to encourage our talents to make progress in major innovation projects and attract more high-end S&T talents.

Offer project awards 
to important 
technological 
innovation, business 
mode innovation and 
product portfolio 
innovation projects

For high risk 
and challenging 
innovation 
projects, risk 
deposits are 
collected. The 
project team, 
company risks 
and profits are 
bound 

Simulated equity 
is adopted for 
some technological 
innovation projects 
and incubation 
businesses. In such 
a mode, employees 
involved in the project 
could, on their own 
accord, contribute 
capital to form certain 
simulated equity, and 
receive dividends or 
value-added right 
subject to equity

After earnings 
are generated by 
projects, the team 
would receive a 
portion of the net 
earnings in 3-5 
years

We have broken through 
the traditional technology 
buyout and authorization 
cooperation practices and the 
limit of institutional system 
of SOEs, allowing external 
technological teams to join 
us with their technology 
appraised as capital stock. 
This is a guarantee of effective 
advancement and continuous 
improvement of investment 
projects, especially projects 
with high technological 
barriers 
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Project awards Risk deposits Simulation 
of equity 

Revenue
sharing/
technology 
dividends

Technology 
appraised 
as capital 
stockTechnology

KPIs in 2019: 

Case: Achievement in innovation incentive for Corren®

A total of 207 S&T staff members were newly introduced, including 18 specialized in new energy and new 
materials and 4 experts at or above technological director level

Organized 57 trainings for S&T staff members

All S&T staff members received training

With ten years of effects, we have independently developed the new green acaricide 9625 (product brand: Corren®). After 
placed on the market, monumental sales growth has been seen with remarkable economic and social benefits created. 
Corren became the first brand of acaricide in China. According to the agreed profit sharing proportion, the 9625 project team 
has received roughly RMB 20 million as bonuses over two years.

Technology

Market

Finance

Policy

Strategy

HSE
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Promoting Industrial Development
Besides paying attention to internal independent innovation, Sinochem International is active in cooperating with industrial 
partners. Academic work stations, joint labs, project cooperation, joint developments and other cooperative forms have been 
adopted to co-drive comprehensive, open innovation and accelerate the process.

Joining Forces with Industrial Partners to Innovate Development Models

The Civil Aircraft Materials Industry Development Alliance was officially established. Among the 
first batch of members, Sinochem International is committed to promoting R&D, production and 
application of civil aircraft materials

Sennics co-organized the National Mandatory Standard Revision Seminar for Requirements for 
Prohibited Car Substances with the China Rubber Industry Association Tyre Branch and CATARC 
Standards Institute 

Sinochem International Science and Technology Innovation Center joined forces with Shanghai 
Research Institute of Chemical Industry to set up the Joint Laboratory for Composite Materials

Signed the strategic cooperation framework agreement with China Electronics Engineering Design 
Institute

Signed the strategic cooperation agreement with Huayou Cobalt, to cooperate in power battery 
recycling, sewage and waste disposal, etc. 

Signed the strategic cooperation agreement with Tsinghua University and Bluepha

Started cooperative projects with Tianjin University in fields like microchannel continuum reaction 
and high-performance catalyst 

January 2019 

August 2019

April 2019

July 2019

September 2019

October 2019

Since 2019

Open Innovative Platform

19 external cooperation entities 30 cooperative research projects                          6 joint labs

Sennics and Qingdao University of Science and Technology jointly held the opening ceremony of the 
Industry-University-Research Cooperation Base

August 2019

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Opening ceremony of the Industry-University-Research Cooperation Base held by Sennics and 
Qingdao University of Science and Technology

Joint Laboratory for Composite Materials by Sinochem International and Shanghai Research Institute of Chemical Industry
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Taking technological innovation as the driving force, Sinochem International focuses on producing innovative, high-quality 

and green chemical products and solutions. We fully practice the sustainable development philosophy in product design and 

contribute to solving social problems to bring a better life to the public.

Chemistry for a Better Life
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Producing Clean Energy
The global auto industry is undergoing unprecedented and profound changes. By virtue of its advantage in carbon emission 
and cost effectiveness, new-energy vehicles (NEV) are the development direction of the auto industry. In China, developing NEV 
industry has become a national strategy. 

Green EV Batteries
Sinochem International is dedicated to providing green clean power to the NEV industry. By using our advantage of operations 
concerning upstream lithium related products as well as extensive experience in the producing and processing chemical materials, 
we are vigorously obtaining a strategic presence on the new energy industry chain. This allows us to forge ahead in the production 
of upstream lithium battery anode materials, midstream lithium batteries and downstream battery recycling, charging and energy 
storage. Our goal is to be the leading comprehensive solution provider for NEV industry globally, contributing to a cleaner and 
more beautiful world with low carbon emissions.

According to the New Energy Vehicle (NEV) Industry Development Plan (2021-2035) issued by the Ministry of Industry and 
Information Technology in December 2019, sales proportion of new energy vehicles in China would be 25% or so by 2025. 
Great achievement would be made in batteries and other key technologies.

Lithium Battery Recycling and Cascade Utilization
Reasonable utilization of decommissioned EV batteries lifts energy utilization rate, raises comprehensive utilization level and 
economic benefit of EV batteries and disposes non-recyclable residues in an environmentally-conscious way. Considering pressure 
from the disposal of decommissioned EV batteries on the domestic environment in the future, Sinochem International is also 
planning and advancing the downstream battery recycling project.

Currently, China lacks enterprises capable of recycling decommissioned lithium batteries. The domestic way of disposing such 
batteries is burning them together with other solid waste. Unfortunately, this method could seriously pollute the environment. In 
contrast, Sinochem International uses our own technological advantage and industrial chain advantage to develop the business of 
effectively recycling decommissioned EV batteries to minimize damage to the environment.

In July 2019, Sinochem Hebei Lithium Battery Technology Co., Ltd. is set up for efficient recycling of decommissioned lithium-
ion batteries. The subsidiary cooperates with auto manufacturers, battery production, and recycling and cascade utilization 
enterprises to dismantle decommissioned batteries and recycle usable materials. During this process, valuable metals are used 
as battery materials to recycle the batteries. By actively working with leading domestic scientific research institutions in R&D, our 
unique regeneration refining method has been in the pilot stage in 2019, and it is estimated to reach an annual disposal capacity 
of 3,000 tons in 2020. Also, we are taking the initiative to respond to national and provincial policies for the recycling industry, and 
carry out the pilot project application in more provinces.

In 2018, Sinochem International acquired Jun Sheng New Energy and built a lithium battery production base in Huai'an, Jiangsu. 
It quickly started lithium battery R&D and production. The phase I plant was completed in 2019 and has obtained the certificate of 
compliance with IATF 16949. It has produced qualified products and is now ready for mass production. The energy density of our 
ternary soft-package batteries is up to 275 Wh/kg and leads the industry. 

Production base of lithium battery anode materials in Zhongwei

Lithium battery production base of Sinochem International in Huai'an, Jiangsu

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Ternary Lithium Batteries and Lithium Battery Materials
Sinochem International entered the new energy industry in 2018. Starting with lithium battery anode materials, we have planned 
and constructed a lithium battery industrial park covering an area of 1,000 mu (around 165 acres) in Zhongwei, Ningxia to produce 
globally advanced nickel ternary anode materials. As of late 2019, this production base had been able to supply clients with lithium 
battery anode materials in large batches. This base is expanding its capacity. 



More Sustainable Transportation
Lithium battery electric vehicle charging is the mainstream application of new energy vehicles, which can't survive without 
auxiliary charging facilities. Sinochem International co-works with our partners to launch new energy products and services that 
are more in line with the environmental and technological standards of the new era. These contributions are to conserve energy 
and reduce emissions in China and the world at large.

Recently, Sinochem International has been cooperating with BMW on post-decommissioning resets and sorting as well as cascade 
utilization of batteries of the BMW i3, carrying out cascade utilization of BMW cars and extending service life of EV batteries. Along 
the same lines, we have improved the land utilization rate of existing gas stations to meet the multi-object comprehensive energy 
supply demand in the future. In October 2019, the joint storage and charging project, designed and constructed by Sinochem 
International and BMW, was completed in Huangdao District, Qingdao City, which is the first of its kind in China. This station offers 
gasoline, natural gas and energy storage services. For the energy storage and charging function, energy storage systems derived 
from EV batteries of the BMW i3 have been adopted to store electricity during non-peak hours at night and supply power to station 
facilities and charging piles during the day. This project marks a great breakthrough for Sinochem energy storage business, showing 
its capacity to provide clients with comprehensive high-value EV battery solutions. 
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Sinochem International is joining hands with upstream and downstream partners, working mutually to launch more sustainable 
transportation products and services together and to assist in the global call to conserve energy and reduce emissions.

Official opening of the Sinochem International-BMW Energy Station

Ceremony for the first charging at the Sinochem International-BMW Energy Station

Researching Membrane Materials for 
Circular Economy
Energy conservating and eco-friendly, high-performance membrane materials are widely applied to water resources, traditional 
industries, ecological environment, energy and chemical production and many other industries; however, the membrane 
industry in China is faced with challenges such as the low rate of localization, lack of core technologies, low application levels and 
insufficient supporting facilities.

In order to break up monopoly of foreign enterprises and master core technologies of strategic new materials to accelerate 
localization of membrane materials, Sinochem International entered this new industry in 2018. Starting with the reverse osmosis 
membrane, the company has formed the business layout with separation membrane materials and products as the focus, which 
offers technological support for developing the green circular economy. In October 2019, Sinochem reverse osmosis membrane 
plant started construction in Xiangshan Economic Development Zone, Ningbo, with an annual output target of 220,000 tons. The 
phase I project covers an area of about 123 mu (roughly 20 acres), and is planned to begin operation in 2021. 

Reverse osmosis membranes are widely used in seawater desalination, electronic semiconductor, coal chemical industry, 
petrochemical industry, nonferrous metals, municipal water utilization and other fields. They serve as an important industrial 
material to help domestic enterprises reduce waste water discharge and energy consumption. With the unique formula, our 
reverse osmosis membrane products are produced using smart production equipment and innovative processes. They are 
outstanding in salt rejection, GFD and anti-pollution performance. 

To meet sewage disposal and recycling needs in coal chemical industry and other unique fields in China, Sinochem International 
adjusts the product formula and process, to create products fit for the application environment of China.

Innovation Heralds
An Era of"Mem-gic"
We focus on membrane separation materials 
and related products, providing customers with 
professional solutions through an innovative 
combination of membrane to promote energy 
conservation, emission reduction, and recycling 
for a green economy.
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Producing New Materials
In the wake of a prosperous high-end manufacturing industries such as new energy vehicles, 3D printing, aerospace 
and clean power generation, lightweight and high-performance materials have become research hotspots. 
Sinochem International is stepping up efforts on R&D and industrial application of lightweight materials to 
contribute to sustainable high-end manufacturing.

In the future, Sinochem International is to focus on R&D, production and industrial application of high-performance 
membrane materials and gradually extend to degasser membrane, ultrafiltration membrane, nanofiltration 
membrane, hollow fiber membrane, ED and EDI membranes as well as other high-performance membrane 
materials. The company plans to build a comprehensive membrane platform, create Sinochem membrane brands 
and promote upgrading of high-end membrane material industry in China. 

Reverse osmosis membrane products developed by Sinochem International

High-performance membrane materials used in industrial wastewater treatment

Natural Fiber Reinforced ABS Material
In 2019, Sinochem International acquired Elix Polymers, a Spanish engineering plastics manufacturer. Having a 
positive reputation in sustainable development, Elix is dedicated to R&D and production of eco-friendly products 
and raising resource utilization rates.

An a senior ABS enterprise, Elix has developed the thermoplastic product ECO ABS-NF with better performance in 
thermal stability, chemical resistance, resilience and shock resistance, stiffness and seamless process capability 
than traditional glass fibers. It can be used for making car door panels, seat backs, dashboard panels and other 
components. ECO ABS-NF can not only meet the critical auto performance requirements, but also reduce energy 
consumption by 10% and carbon emissions by 27%, making it an excellent alternative to sustainable design 
solutions for automobile manufacturers.

Elix Polymers has also innovated eco-friendly materials and developed the new-generation ABS/PC (to it PMMA 
can be added). Compared with traditional modified engineering plastics PC/ABS, it greatly reduces weight and 
cuts costs, as well as having the advantages of low emissions, low odor and noise reduction. This is good for the 
manufacture of electrical products, white goods and consumer goods. Bio-based ABS (ABS/PLA) could lower 
carbon emissions by 15%. Environmental galvanized ABS could be used for making automotive upholstery, LOGO, 
doorknobs, etc., and can reduce emission.

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International
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Carbon Fiber Composites

More Efficient Green Pesticides

The high-performance polyolefin thermosetting resin, to which major R&D efforts have been made by Sinochem International 
Science and Technology Innovation Center, is featured with high strength, high modulus and is easy to spray. Replacing traditional 
epoxy resin and other thermosetting resins with such high-performance polyolefin thermosetting resin in carbon fiber composites 
could further improve the shock resistance and resilience of the composite materials while also reducing the processing costs. It 
can be used in automotive, rail transit, wind power, aerospace and other fields. 

In 2019, as proved by the application tests of multiple car components, polyolefin resin developed by Sinochem, when applied to 
carbon fiber composites, is perfectly compatible with the existing process without changing existing manufacturing modes. It also 
has advantages in controlling production costs, spray performance and shock resistance.

In the process of pesticide R&D, Sinochem International is firmly implementing environmental indicators in the molecular design 
stage. We always consider the safety and environmental evaluations on new structural compounds, advocate ultra-high-efficient 
pesticides to greatly lower impact on the environment, and ensure that the dosage of pesticides is not beyond the regeneration 
capacity and self-repairing capability of nature.

Currently, Sinochem International runs three pesticide R&D platforms, located in Shenyang, Yangzhou and Shanghai, covering 
pesticide intermediates, original pesticide synthesis and preparation processing. We have applied for more than 500 patents at 
home and abroad, and have nine original pesticides with independent IP registered and sold. Many of our original green pesticides, 
after being industrialized, have generated positive economic, social and environmental benefits. They were applied to field of 100 
mu (roughly 16 acres) over the past three years, creating RMB 20 billion in economic benefits in terms of production and income 
increase for agriculture or damage reduction. 

Application case: Sinochem New materials help electric race cars 
reduce weight and speed up

In July 2019, Sinochem International offered composite materials to the new formula electric race cars of Tongji 
University for the 2019 season, and participated in the design and production processes of all carbon-fiber 
component materials, assisting DIAN Racing in winning many first place finishes in FSEC2019. 

Green Pesticides Assisting in Agricultural Harvest 
In agricultural production, effectively controlling pest infestation, reducing pollution pesticides and improving quality of 
agricultural products are some of the important challenges that China faces in agriculture development. As a leading enterprise 
offering agrochemical services nationally, Sinochem International is committed to developing efficient, low-toxicity and low-
residue green pesticides. The company is taking a lead innovating agricultural science, contributing to the development of green 
agriculture in China and the world.

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

The new race car of DIAN Racing for the 2019 season adopt 
Sinochem  composite materials
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Case: Controlling fall armyworm to guard corn

Case: Creating standard demonstration fields and designing 
high-performance crop solutions

KPIs in 2019: 

Since invading China through Yunnan in January 2019, fall armyworms have quickly spread to 22 provinces and regions, 
causing serious damage to core producing areas. It's a top priority to get this situation under control as the insects can 
move quickly, adapt to various kinds of environment and are very fertile.

The green original pesticide 9080 (tetrachlorantraniliprole) developed by Sinochem is the first bisamide pesticide with 
independent IP in China. According to feedback from trial use, it's almost possible to kill all fall armyworms when signs of 
invasion begin to show in corn fields. Currently, 9080 (tetrachlorantraniliprole) has been included in the Recommended List 
of Pesticides for Emergency Prevention and Treatment of Spodoptera Frugiperda prepared by the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Rural Affairs in 2019.

In 2019, Sinochem International selected the combination 
of high-efficient, low-toxicity, green agrochemical products 
and advanced plant nutrition products, as well as key target 
crops to make standard demonstration fields in important 
provinces, including experiments and demonstrations of 
pesticide products covering more than 3,000 mu (494 acres) 
of land, plant nutrition products covering more than 2,000 mu 
(330 acres) and seed coating agents covering more than 480 
mu (80 acres). We promoted the advanced crop pest control 
philosophies and technologies from   perspectives of output 
increase and quality improvement to help farmers increase 
output and improve product quality. 

Over 50 APIs

Further progress in the registration process of 5 original drugs invented, field verification tests for 18 new 
compounds, and field plot experiments for 6 new compounds 

Pilot tests for 3 new products, and industrialization of 5 new product dosage forms

Applied for 55 Chinese patents and 6 PCT patents

More Comprehensive Plant Protection Solutions
While developing green pesticides, Sinochem International is active in promoting "plant protection+nutrition" mode. We offer 
pesticide utilization solutions and technical supports from breeding to harvest, to better prevent crops from physiological diseases 
and lift their own stress resistance, helping farmers to plant in scientific ways. This leads to a reduction pesticide utilization, 
increase product quality and planting efficiency, promoting green agricultural development and quality agricultural product 
supply.

Since launching the new business mode in 2015, Sinochem Crop Care Co., Ltd. has been improving in planting technological 
service capacities. It has now mastered the comprehensive plant protection solutions for corn, rice, wheat, potato, peanut, citrus, 
apple, grape, tomato, cotton, etc.

Case: Providing technological services for the clients in the field

In combination with the company's advantageous product 
portfolio, we provide technical services at the same time. For 
example, when working with corn seed companies, besides 
providing high-efficient and quality seed treating agents, we 
extend plant protection products to the seed production base 
of the client. We help them better prevent diseases, pests and 
weeds with our quality agrochemical product portfolios and 
field drug utilization technique instruction. 

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Main Green Agrochemical Products and Solutions of Sinochem International

Corren® and Tengshou® 
developed by Sinochem 
International

2018 Best-selling pesticide brand in China plant protection 
market
2019 "Quality Citrus" Outstanding Acaricide

2019 Contribution Award for Plant Health Products 

2018 Best-selling herbicide brand in China plant 
protection market 

2018 Contribution Award for Plant Protection Products 

2018 Chinese Farmers' Favorite Pesticide Solutions
2019 "Quality Citrus" Outstanding Solution
2019 Outstanding Plant Health Management Solutions

Corren® 

Tengshou® 

Harness®

Xikaota®, Qilu® and 
Shuanggong 9080®  

"Lovely Citrus" Whole-
Process Solutions 
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Upholding Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) as its core competitiveness, Sinochem International is making continuous efforts 

to increase intrinsic safety and drive green development, to protect, explore and create value for the company. In consequence, a 

sound balance is stricken between HSE investment and profit gaining.

Safety and Environment First
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16 Production Bases of Sinochem 
International in China

The table above does not include natural rubber production bases

Yangzhou, Jiangsu Tai'an, Shandong

Heze, Shandong

Lianyungang, Jiangsu

Nantong, Jiangsu

Huai'an, Jiangsu

Youth Chemical Co., Ltd.

Agrochemicals

Jiangsu Youjia Crop Protection Co., Ltd.

Agrochemicals

Shenyang, Liaoning
Shenyang Sciencreat Chemicals Co., Ltd.

(Nantong )  Chemical  Science and 
Technology 

Agrochemicals

Jiangsu Ruixiang Chemical Co., Ltd.
Chemical Intermediates

Jiangsu Ruiheng New Materials Technology 
Co., Ltd.
Chemical Intermediates

Jiangsu Yangnong Kumho Chemical Co., Ltd.

Chemical Intermediates

Sennics Co., Ltd. Shandong
Polymer Additives

Sennics Co., Ltd. Tai'an
Polymer Additives

Tongling, Anhui
Sennics Co., Ltd. Anhui

Polymer Additives

Shandong Huahong Chemical Co., Ltd.

Polymer Additives

Sennics Co., Ltd. Lianyungang

Under constructionPolymer Additives

Sinochem High Performance Fiber Materials 
Co., Ltd.

Partially in operationNew Materials

Zhongwei, Ningxia
Ningxia Sinochem Lithium Battery 
Materials Co., Ltd.

Partially in operationNew Energy

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Ningbo, Zhejiang

New Material

Sinochem (Ningbo) RO Memtech Co., Ltd.

Huai'an Jun Sheng New Energy 
Science & Technology Co., Ltd.

Under constructionNew Energy

Shenyang

Zhongwei
Taian

Heze
Lianyungang

Huaian
Yangzhou

Nantong
Tongling

Ningbo
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HSE Management System
Sinochem International carries out systematic management with an HSE risk identification, control and management mechanism 
covering all staff members and processes across all perspectives. That is to guarantee and support sustainable development of the 
company and to achive harmony among individuals, machines and the environment through continuous improvement.

We have set up HSE executive group and Production & Operation executive group under the Sustainable Development Committee 
of the Board, to supervise and implement HSE regulations and to carry out regular HSE performance inspections of all departments 
and subsidiaries. Meanwhile, Sinochem International and all of its subsidiaries have signed the Letter of HSE Responsibilities , 
to hold accountability in safety, optimize HSE systems and standards, strengthen performance and establish responsibility 
assessment mechanisms, thus putting HSE risks under effective control.

Sinochem International has prepared Management Measures for Construction of HSE System and Document Control and 
Emergency Plan for HSE Accidents in accordance with production safety standards (ISO 45001, ISO 14001 and other management 
systems) to continuously improve its HSE Management System.

During the long-term implementation of the DuPont Safety Improvement Program, Sinochem International has established a 
distinctive 24-element HSE system. Along with theoretical instruction for HSE management, it enforces "Three Standards" (standard 
sites, standard activities and standard operation) to turn HSE elements into a series of standardized, stable and repeatable 
practices. 

In 2019, Jiangsu Ruixiang Chemical Co., Ltd., a 
subsidiary of Sinochem International, was granted 
"Best Company in Responsible Care Practice" by 
CPCIF and AICM jointly

KPIs in 2019: 

No fatal accidents or deaths

No environmental pollution accidents

No occupational disease cases

All employees (including employees of third parties) are subject 

to HSE review

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Sinochem International certified with ISO 45001, ISO 9001, and ISO 14001

HSE 
management 
policies

Safety vision

Safety missionHSE goal

Health and safety, prevention first; 
environmental friendliness, dutiful 
performance; people oriented and 
full participation; growth sharing 
and sustainable development. 

To spend every effort to eliminate 
damages, accidents and pollution.

To cultivate core HSE competencies to 
be a model of safety management in 
fine chemical industry, to better fulfill 
corporate social responsibility

To eliminate all safety accidents and 
contribute to a greener life with fine 
chemistry, and become a fine chemical 
enterprise trusted by society, customers 
and employees. 
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Improving Intrinsic Safety
Sinochem International continues to improve the working environment for employees, prevent occupational health and safety 
accidents, and improve the intrinsic safety of equipment and processes as well as the safety culture awareness of employees.

Making Comprehensive Progress in Work Safety
In 2019, Sinochem International continued to advance intrinsic safety via improved equipment integrity, planned overhauls, 
and leakage rectification projects. The focus was on hidden risk identification and rectification through analysis of processes, 
technologies, facilities, compliance, documents and systems, daily activities, operations, overhaul and maintenance, and supplier 
management. During this year, all hidden risks found were rectified, with process safety risks put under effective control. The 
company keeps strengthening visual management and promoting visual operation procedures. 

Sinochem International routinely carries out unannounced inspections, daily inspections, comprehensive inspections, special 
inspections, holiday inspections, etc., analyzes the risks in work safety of subsidiaries, and takes preventative measures to carefully 
control safety risks.

The "Five Star Plant" mechanism, based on our experience 
in implementing the DuPont safety management over the 
years, is our best practice to enhance intrinsic safety. It 
integrates the HSE Management System with the principle 
of "felt leadership, direct lines of responsibility, localized 
management, and engagement of all employees". Through 
this, we help our employees devote themselves into HSE 
management voluntarily, thus ensuring full participation.

Five Star Excellence Safety System implemented 
by Sinochem International

Implementing Accountability Systems in Safe Production along with Dual Prevention 
and Control Mechanisms

The Letter of HSE Responsibilities signed and 
implemented

Comprehensive behavior safety management

Major safety inspections led by management

HSE-related work incorporated in the regular 
operation meetings

Management of major hazard source

Classified risk management and control 

Hidden risks identification on site

Measures to Build Five Star Plants: 

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Strengthening 
felt leadership

Improving 
behavior
safety

        Improving   
   intrinsic safety   
    of equipment 
   and processes

        Carrying 
  out cross-
inspection and 
communication     
       activities

Establishing 
special 
incentive 
mechanisms

Organizing safety 
culture campaigns to 
boost safety culture

Organizing cross-inspection 
and communication between 
enterprises with/without "Five Star 
Plants" recognition to promote 
common improvements 

Implementing 
accountability systems 
headed by the General 
Manager and managed by 
medium and senior leaders 

Introducing advanced 
high-level intrinsically 
safe equipment and 
enhancing field visual 
management

Safety rewards, "Safety 
Star of the Month" 
awards, and special cash 
rewards for enterprises 
and employees that 
pass safety review

Sinochem International further implemented the "Five Star Plant" mechanism to ensure that the 24-element HSE system is closely 
in line with production and operations. We strengthen inter-company HSE communication and mutual assistance as well. In 2019, 
a total of 10 plants under Sinochem International were entitled "Five Star Plants".

Perform Corporate Social Responsibility 
Through Solid HSE Practices

Five Star Excellence Safety System (DuPont 4.0)

Accountability 
Systems 
in Safe 
Production at 
all levels

Dual 
Prevention 
and Control 
Mechanism 
for Risk 
Management
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Case: Strengthening HSE management of enterprises acquired to 
create "Five Star Plants"

In September 2018, through its subsidiary Sennics Tai'an, Sinochem International acquired all shares of Shandong 
Huahong. Shandong Huahong, founded in 2006, is a private company that leads the nitrobenzene industry in China; 
however, it was weak in HSE management as well as lacking in advanced equipment and facilities prior to the 
acquisition. It was faced with high HSE risks as it involved nitration reactions during production.

After being incorporated into Sinochem International, 
Shandong Huahong received three special reviews by 
the safety management team from headquarter in 2019. 
Sinochem HSE managers instructed Huahong to solve 
the problems found. Improvement measuares were 
conducted in areas including production equipment, 
field management, energy conservation, equipment 
maintenance and other fields indirectly related to work 
safety. A total of 423 actions were taken during the year, 
with an investment of more than RMB 8 million. This 
remarkably lifted the HSE management level of this 
subsidiary. In 2019, Shandong Huahong was granted 
the honorary title "Five Star Plant" by Sinochem 
International. 

"Five Star Plant" launching ceremony of Shandong Huahong

Families of employees visit the sewage treatment equipment 

Shandong Huahong was certified as "Five Star 
Plant" in 2019

Case: Safety Open Day

The "Safety Open Day" activity is a method of external communication at Sinochem International's plants. In 2019, 
Sennics Shandong invited more than 30 employees' families to visit the plant where they were introduced to the 
safety production and operation of our company. Family members were informed on our daily work environment, 
safety management status, environmental and health awareness, and other corporate social responsibility culture. 
Such activities contribute to an increase in their understanding of us. 
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Occupational Health and Safety
In 2019, Sinochem International fully sorted out hazard factors related to occupational diseases and optimized the management 
systems. We pay attention to vulnerabilities at key companies, analyzed physical examination data of employees, and eliminated 
potential occupational health risks to effectively prevent the occurrence of occupational diseases.

Organizing subsidiaries to identify and 
regularly inspect hazards related to 
occupational diseases 

Organizing health examinations and establishing medical records for 
employees; ensuring utilization and proper use of Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE); examining occupational diseases and suspected occupational 
diseases 

Supervising and strictly inspecting workplace hazards notification and physical 
examinations for employees (including contracted employees) exposed to 
occupational diseases upon entering and leaving the company, and transferring 
or leaving posts

Special examination of occupational diseases for contractors, including contract 
signings, hazard notations, occupational disease examinations, etc.

In 2019, Sinochem International fully implemented the HSE scoring mechanism. Under this system, HSE training programs were 
provided, staff HSE performance assessment were strengthened, and DuPont safety managers were cultivated, thus further 
improving professional capacity of the company's HSE management team.

Organizing each of the subsidiaries to establish a 
capability matrix matching for each position and 
ensuring employees meet relevant requirements

Key positions including business leaders, 
department heads, HSE directors are required to 
pass the Sinochem International HSE certification 
training 

Strengthening performance assessments of HSE 
managers and DuPont safety managers

Continuing the scored HSE training for all 
employees and providing training programs at 
the headquarters

Providing HSE lectures quarterly given by senior 
officers

Requiring all HSE personnel of the subsidiaries 
to pass HSE certification trainings

Monthly HSE lectures given by mid- and high-
level managers

Proposing and implementing the 
apprenticeship training plan for enterprises 
with hazardous chemical process, chemicals, 
and major hazard source under government 
supervision

Continuing HSE capacity training to frontline 
employees

Formulating and implementing safety and 
emergency response improvement plans for 
employees, and carrying out special training 
on a regular basis 

KPIs in 2019: 

No occupational diseases or suspected occupational diseases occurred during the entire year 

All employees were found to be free from occupational diseases and have occupational health records; 
all necessary PPE were used properly

Safe Work Month of Sinochem International All-hands HSE training of Sinochem International

Measures of Occupational Health Management

Hazards Identification of  
Occupational Diseases

Occupational Disease 
Prevention Education

Treatment of Occupational 
Health Hazard

Occupational  Health 
Surveillance 

HSE Training System and Assessment System

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

KPIs in 2019: 

 596 safety trainings; the attendance totalled 62,590 ( all obtained full credit )

74

2019 Safe Work Month

Risk Prevention
Hazard Elimination
Accident Avoidance

Organizing subsidiaries to carry out educational campaigns including 
the Publicity Week of Occupational Disease as well as special trainings 
related to occupational health 

Lifting professional levels of occupational health managers 

Strengthening source controls of workplace 
hazards by controlling dust, chlorine, 
hydrogen fluoride, phosgene, hydrogen 
sulfide, noise and other key hazard factors 
to improve workplace environment through 
technical improvements and to reduce 
employee exposure to hazards

Sinochem 

International

Subsidiaries
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Various emergency drills by subsidiaries of Sinochem International

Sinochem International carries out occupational skill contests and emergency drills on the theme of work safety and inspects 
emergency response procedures and teams every year. Those efforts have effectively lifted the emergency response capacity of the 
company and the emergency response disposal level of front-line employees. 

Case: The "Red Ribbon Campaign" and "Everyday Safety Guard" activities of 
Yangnong Group to boost employee engagement in HSE management 

To develop HSE core competitiveness and encourage employee engagement in safety activities, the QHSE department of 
Yangnong Group launched various activities such as "Everyday Safety Guard" in 2019, laying a solid foundation for achieving 
the independent management goal of "Everyone Is the Safety Guard".

Carrying out Red Ribbon Campaign: After discovering potential safety hazards, employees would tie a red ribbon at the 
location, and record the problem, date and time, and other relevant information. After the hazard is eliminated, the red 
ribbon would be removed and tied to the Safety Tree. The Campaign was specially recognized and promoted by the National 
Emergency Management Department in 2019. 

Launching the Everyday Safety Guard activity: Every worker takes turns to be the safety guard, thus improving employee 
engagement in HSE management.

Organizing HSE training regularly: We invite senior officers to deliver HSE speeches and increase employee participation in 
HSE management. 

Designing a monitoring and statistical system for high-risk operations: Administrators of each section regularly check 
the high-risk operations within their sections, and record problems upon discovery. Through monthly analysis and 
communications, high-risk operation system is well implemented and risks are under effective control. 

Implementing Potential Risks Identification Project: Employees in each section take the initiative to identify potential risks 
in their section according to the Potential Risks Identification Manual. Then, the Potential Risks Identification Team rechecks 
it. If results of them two are basically the same, employees identifying the potential risks would be rewarded. 

Daily site inspection by safety guards Employees checks the certificate of high-risk operations

Sennics Anhui launches fire-fighting drills

Fire-fighting drill of Yangnong Group

Aramid material leakage emergency drill at the 
plant of Jiangsu Ruisheng New Material Co., Ltd.

Sennics Tai'an holds the fire-fighting skill contest

"Safety Month" emergency drill at the 
Yangnong Ruixiang plant

The 9th work safety occupational skill contest of 
Sinochem Group 

KPIs in 2019: 

 259 emergency drills with 18,632 participants

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Our subsidiaries have made special plans based on industrial features and the special needs of different positions to encourage 
front-line employees to identify potential safety hazards. Satisfying results were achieved.
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Strengthening Environment Management
Sinochem International incorporates environmental protection into its strategic plan, regularly identifies possible impacts of 
corporate activities, products, and services on local environments, and prioritizes improvements in engineering, process and 
operational methods to eliminate or reduce environmental damage from the source in order to coordinate the development of 
company operations and environmental protection.

We have established and implemented sound environment management 
systems, including: 

KPIs in 2019: 

Administration Measures for Environmental Protection, The "Three Simultaneous" Management Measures for New, 
Reconstruction and Expansion Projects, Measures for Management of HSE Risks, Measures for Management of HSE Accident 
Potential, HSE Performance Assessment Management Rules, Emergency Plan for HSE Accidents, Standards for Management 
and Control of Waste Classification, Noise Control Standards, Sewage Control Standards, Exhaust Gas Control Standards, 
and Standards for HSE Risk Control of Hazardous Chemicals.

A total of RMB 556.49 million invested in environmental causes

 No environmental pollution accidents during the entire year

Nitrogen oxide emissions down 21% year-on-year; sulfur dioxide emissions down 28% year-on-year

Pollution Prevention
In 2019, Sinochem International carried out a diagnostic investigation and special identification in terms of environmental 
protection, completed many key environmental protection projects, and improved capacity of disposing wastewater, waste, gas 
and hazardous waste. As a result, all emission reduction indicators were improved and no environmental penalties or negative 
public opinions regarding environmental protection occurred. 

Key Environmental Projects in 2019: 

Enterprise name Project Name
Flue gas denitration of boilers 

Upgrading of hazardous waste storage

Public and auxiliary waste gas treatment projects

Nitrogen removal of wastewater

Transformation and upgrading project of waste gas treatment integrating sludge 

pressing and drying facilities

VOC deep treatment project 

Flue gas denitrification 

Comprehensive treatment of pollutants

Transformation of gas-fired thermal oil heaters

Transformation of exhaust condensation system

Expansion of biochemical pools 

Yangnong Group

Sennics Tai'an

Yangnong Ruiheng 

Shandong Huahong 

Yangnong Ruixiang 

Sennics Shandong

Sennics Anhui

Primary Methods of Pollution Prevention 
For projects under construction, field sealing, wet type operation, dust 
suppression nets and other measures were taken.

All enterprises that relocated from downtown to industrial parks 
finished soil pollution remediation as well as strictly prevented and 
controlled pollution during demolition. 

Eliminating small boilers as required, and carrying out ultra-low 
emission transformation and smoke-gas treatment

Comprehensive recycling of exhaust gas generated from the 
production process, the collection and treatment of gas emissions 
caused by storage tank breathing

Announcement of pipeline pictures on bulletin boards to avoid 
leakage and venting; Construction of hazardous waste incineration 
projects 

Resource utilization for sulfuric acid waste and other by-products 

 Sewage diversion and classified treatment

Construction project management and control

Soil remediation

Boiler upgrading

Special Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) treatment

Facility transformation and upgradin

Comprehensive utilization of by-products

Sewage diversion projects
VOCs facility of Yangnong Ruixiang 

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International
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The company has improved waste management systems and procedures following the principles of "management by specially-
assigned persons, classified collection, safe storage, regular recovery and unified disposal". Safe packaging is selected based on 
the features of waste in a systematic way. We have standardized process management covering production, temporary storage, 
transfer and delivery of goods in and out of warehouses and manage wastes in plants in systematic way. After classified treatments, 
some waste is recycled. We spot check and review our partners in waste disposal and waste transportation service providers each 
year to ensure the legal transferred and disposed processes.

Energy Conservation and Emission Reduction
Incorporating energy consumption in management indicators, Sinochem International analyzes energy consumption every 
year, and carries out energy saving assessment, energy audit, energy balance tests and other energy management measures on 
subsidiaries, having realized precise management and control of energy consumption. Measures like comprehensive technical 
improvements, process transformations and production management are taken to promote comprehensive resource recycling and 
lower energy consumption.

Meanwhile, the company advocates packaging recycling, waste classification and disposal, and encourages employees to 
actively respond to green activities, such as World Earth Day, Earth Hour and World Water Day, to raise their awareness of energy 
conservation and emission reduction. 

Posters calling on employees to conserve energy and reduce emissions

Energy Conservation Measures of Subsidiaries

Flue gas desulfurization facility of Yangnong Ruixiang 

Nitrogen oxide emission Sulfur dioxide emission

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Ton Ton

Equipment transformation and upgrading Reasonably coordinating use of equipment Participating in carbon 
emission trading

Saving energy and reduce electricity use 
through equipment upgrade, including 
adopting energy efficiency control systems, 
improving blower equipment, applying high-
efficiency motors, updating refrigerating 
machines, recovering boiler drainage 
heat, improving pipe insulation effect, and 
substituting energy-saving water traps 

Lowering unnecessary energy consumption 
through peak and off-peak operations by 
turning on or off some units and equipment 
based on temperature and product status, 
and effectively delivering steam and 
electricity to production facilities 

Reviewing 
decommissioned 
production facilities in 
energy saving amounts and 
trading the energy saving 
amount on the carbon 
market

1,306.69

369.82

2018 2018

1,026.95

2019 2019

267.59
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Green Processes

Sinochem International adheres to the innovation-driven and green development path. Through development and improvement 
of green processes and green plants, we have realized clean production and contributed to the development of a circular economy.

Honor

Case: Generic technique of selective hydrogenation with green catalyst

On December 31, 2019, the List of Green Petrochemical Processes (2019) prepared by CPCIF was published. Multiple 

green processes of Yangnong Group and Sennics, two subsidiaries of Sinochem International, were included, meaning 

our processes are recognized by industrial authorities in terms of environmental protection and resource utilization.

Yangnong Group has independently developed the generic technique of selective hydrogenation with green 

catalyst, and successfully applied it to industrial production of fine chemicals including 2, 5-dichloroaniline, 

o-phenylenediamine and dichlorobenzene. This technology is an integration of industrial leading technologies 

in high-performance catalyst preparation, green catalytic, clean and intelligent production, and is a solution 

to common challenges restricting industrial development. A remarkable pioneer in the chemical industry, the 

project manages to drive the technical upgrading of aromatic amine and aryl chloride production, and accelerate 

elimination of heavy-polluting processes. While contributing to local economic development, it has created a better 

living environment for local citizens.

"Green Plant" of Sennics

Case: Excellent operation and HSE system boosting energy conservation 
and emission reduction 

Case: Multiple measures of Yangnong Ruixiang Plant to conserve energy 
and reduce emission 

As instructed under the principle of "becoming a top enterprise through benchmarking"of Sinochem Group, Sinochem 
International refers to practices of advanced enterprises in the fine chemical industry in China and abroad, striving to 
establish its own valid operation system–Sinochem fine chemical Excellence operation System (SES). In 2019, Yangnong 
Ruixiang took many measures such as HSE management advancement and excellent operation system building. Due to 
these efforts, while sales revenue and profit greatly improved, remarkable environmental protection performances were 
achieved. To be specific, energy consumption per RMB 10,000 output value was down 4.1% from the year before, and 
ammonia nitrogen emissions, sulfur dioxide emissions and nitrogen oxide emissions decreased 1.77%, 33.69% and 24.1% 
year-on-year respectively. 

Industrial Energy 
consumption

824,597.42

2018

2018 2018 2018

2018 2018

534,676.85

1,444,050.64

0.62

102,746.05

8,654.84

778，853.99

2019

2019 2019 2019

2019 2019

488,386.25

815,094.85

0.59

102,563.93

8,620.31

Coal consumption

Electricity 
consumption

Steam consumption

Natural gas 
consumption

Energy 
consumption
per RMB 10,000
output value

TCE

TCE

10,000 kWh 

TON

1,000 cubic meters

TCE/RMB 10,000

Transformation of air pre-heaters of boilers: Thermoelectric rate is down 17.8% year-on-year and standard coal consumption 
per unit power generation is down 8.03%, meaning 3,071 tons of standard coal was saved.

Supply-side management of electricity: 137 backward motors were replaced, saving 1.6 million kWh of electricity and 197 
tons of standard coal annually.

Membrane replacement and upgrading for electrolyzers: Saving 3.58 million kWh of electricity, equivalent to 1,180 tons of 
standard coal.

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International
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The company advocates minimizing reagents and samples during experiments at labs, cleaning samples with bottle washers, and 
adopting reagent-free analysis techniques to avoid unnecessary reagent use and damaging or polluting samples. It is required to 
attach the hazardous waste label to packaging containers and packages and temporarily place hazardous chemical waste in a cool, 
dry and ventilated location. Sharps waste from labs including broken glassware and used syringes is collected and transfered to a 
specially designated department for disposal. 

In 2019, as deputy secretary-general of China Responsible Care and Founding Chairman of its Storage and Transportation Branch, 
Sinochem International participated in drafting the Chinese Standards for Storage and Transportation of Hazardous Chemicals, 
and compiled important books for the "13th Five-Year Plan" period of China, such as the book series Safety of Hazardous Chemicals 
(Version II) and the Storage and Transportation of Hazardous Chemicals, to further enhance technological support capacities for 
ensuring the safe handling of high-risk chemicals and build society's confidence in the chemical industry.

Assessment of Hazardous Chemical Procurement Management in 2019

Chemical Management
Sinochem International requires subsidiaries to assess hazardous chemical suppliers in risks on a regular basis, including 
assessment of their leaders' commitment to risk management, employee occupational safety and health and labor protection 
management, training for employees in work capacity and safety awareness, qualifications of hazardous chemical forwarding 
agents, hazardous chemical forwarding agents, compliance of hazardous chemical transportation, management of hazardous 
chemical forwarding agents, etc.

In 2019, Sinochem International made the Plan of Assessing Management of Hazardous Chemical Procurement , under which 
it assessed management practices by subsidiaries to strengthen their management of hazardous chemical procurement and 
transportation and ensure such chemicals are under control. That is a major way of guarding safety in production and operation. 

Case: Sennics' new process of rubber antioxidant 6PPD

First Prize of Scientific and Technological Progress of Sinochem Group in 2015

Second Prize of State Technological Invention Award in 2018

Sennics Anhui was on the fourth batch of green manufacturers of MIIT in 2019 and was entitled "Green Plant" 

Yangnong Youth and Yangnong Ruixiang were awarded the "2019 Green Petrochemical Plant" by CPCIF

The "New Process and Industrial Technology of Synthesizing Rubber Antioxidant 6PPD via Catalytic Hydrogenation 

with Noble-metal Catalyst" independently developed by Sennics has been successfully applied to synthesizing 

6PPD. The production process is featured with advantages like mild reaction conditions, high intrinsic safety, 

high atomic utilization rate, low energy and raw material consumption, and eco-friendly feedstocks. Adopting 

completely closed, continuous, automatic process engineering, the production process is almost free from 

wastewater, waste gas or solid waste. An innovation from the source, it leads the technological upgrading of the 

entire industry, contributes to high-efficient, green, safe and sustainable development of fine chemical industry in 

China, and creates environmental, economic and social benefits. 

"Green Plant" of Yangnong Ruixiang

Honor of "Green Plant"

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Reviewing 
qualifications 
and certificates of 
hazardous chemical 
suppliers

Assessing suppliers 
in dynamic and 
quantified manners

Laying down 
comprehensive and 
operable
procurement 
management systems, 
procedures, 
review standards, etc.

Regularly 
controlling 
transportation 
by hazardous 
chemical 
suppliers and 
assessing their 
compliance

Specifying 
quality indicator 
requirements of 
hazardous chemicals

Inspecting hazardous 
chemicals and 
managing goods 
receiving strictly 
following specified 
procedures

Field assessments 
and inspections of 
on-site handling 
and warehousing of 
hazardous chemicals 

Hazardous 
Chemical 

Procurement 
Management

Hazardous 
Chemical 

Transportation 
Assessment 

Hazardous 
Chemical Field 

Operation 
Management

Procurement 
Management 

System

Management 
of Hazardous 

Chemical 
Suppliers

Honors: 
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Case: Improving production processment to save water

Case: Reducing discharge of sewage during production 
of hydrogen peroxide

Aramid fibers, after spinning and solidification, are made into different products through a process of washing, 
alkali cleaning, and backwashing for removing sulfuric acid. In 2019, Sinochem High Performance Fiber Materials 
Co., Ltd., improved the trough type washing process and reduced consumption of fresh water, saving 8,000 tons of 
water and cut water costs by RMB 80,000 annually. The company decided to further improve line roller type washing 
processes to the trough type washing process, treating it as a key water saving transformation project for 2020. 

To tackle problems like difficult and costly sewage treatment, the quality control team of the hydrogen peroxide 
section at Yangnong hydrogen peroxide plant has taken a series of measures: improving the filter bags to increase 
the filtration effect; standardizing employee operations to separate oil and water in sewage effectively; optimizing 
catalytic agent regeneration plans; washing exterior reaction stills, adjusting stacking structures of catalytic agents 
and enhancing activity of catalytic agents; adding more sewage collection tanks to increase sewage storage 
capacity. 

After the project was completed, the plant decreased sewage discharge by 37.11% from a year before with 
an accumulated benefit of RMB 1,185,300. At the same time, work has been done to improve field operation 
environment and reduce labor intensity. The team was received third prize in Central SOE Quality Control (QC) Team 
Achievement Publishing Contest held by the China Association for Quality in 2019. 

Installing measuring instruments at all level-one water intake and treatment workshops, level-two water 
supply and production facilities and level-three water utilization facilities, preparing annual consumption 
indicators, assessing performance monthly and strictly controlling industrial water consumption

To cut unnecessary industrial water consumption, we recycle water at 20,000 tons per hour, a recycling rate of 
up to 98%

Investing RMB 6 million to install high-temperature iron-removing recycling facilities with a capacity of 100 
tons/hour, which recycle more than 800,000 tons of steam condensate for a year. Meanwhile, we adopt 
closed cooling towers to recycle high-temperature and high-silicon steam condensate at 80 tons/hour. Such 
condensate is used for chemical production and replace demineralized water for heat and as a power supply, 
saving 650,000 tons of demineralized water annually 

The recycling rate of reclaimed water up to 50%, reducing discharge of sewage by over 200,000 tons annually, 
cutting system water utilization by 350,000 tons and COD emissions by 20 tons, creating economic benefits of 
more than RMB 300,000. 

Phase-I plants recover condensate from all workshops to the original water tanks in order to cut water 
consumption as much as possible. According to our estimates, 25,200 tons of condensate would be recycled 
yearly

Without affecting the quality of Level-I reverse osmosis water, controlling aperture of concentrated water 
discharge valves and increasing discharge rate of level-I reverse osmosis water could cut consumption of 
original water in addition to lowering the cost of concentrated water discharge 

Yangnong 
Ruixiang

Yangnong 
Ruiheng 

Case: Water resources management of Yangnong Group

Main Measures of Water Resources Management

Water Resources Management
Sinochem International has been implementing water resources management system covering practice, equipment and processes. 
We regularly detect and record water consumption in operation and promote water resource recycling and sewage purification to 
reduce water pollution.

The comany lay down the Detailed Rules for Sewage Management, setting strict standards for discharge of industrial wastewater 
and domestic wastewater. Our headquarters is in charge of maintaining and monitoring equipment and sites generating sewage 
at the headquarters and inspects subsidiaries on compliance with laws and regulations when monitoring and managing sewage. 
Subsidiaries are required to report sewage monitoring and management performance to the Quality and HSE Department in our 
headquartersto increase the utilization rate of water resources. 

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Water Conservation Recycling of Water Sewage Treatment

Continuing efforts to water-
conservation transformation 
and cutting unnecessary 
water consumption via clean 
production, production 
processes improvement and 
energy-conservation technology 
transformation

Standardizing rain-sewage 
diversion systems and 
decontamination diversion systems 

Advancing technological 
breakthroughs in ammonia 
nitrogen removal of wastewater 

Building reclaimed water systems 
to recycle circulating water, 
disposal sewerage and rainwater in 
gutters via filtration treatment, thus 
reducing the need for fresh water 

Water recycling stations increase water 
utilization with higher concentration 
ratio of recirculating water through 
steam condensate supplement

Carrying out direct cooling 
transformation and waste-heat 
utilization transformation projects 
to reduce steam consumption in 
production process

Using steam condensate for 
circulating water, evaporative cooling, 
superheated steam, and heating

Industrial water 
consumption 

Chemical oxygen 
demand (COD)

Sewage 
discharge

Ton Ton 10,000 Tons

37,932,238

2018 2018 20182019 2019 2019

462.4 654.0

35,984,652.41

450.0
611.8
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Sinochem International makes efficient use of existing superior resources, accelerates collaborative innovation on 
the value chain and cooperates with customers, suppliers, employees, local communities and other stakeholders to 
realize mutual benefits. 

Creating Value Together with Stakeholders
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Customer First
Upholding the "Customer First" philosophy, we are working hard to innovate and improve customer approaches to meet 
customers' expectation and demands with premium products and services and achieve higher customer satisfaction and 
recognition. 

Product Quality and Safety
Product quality and safety are related to customer health and safety. Putting product quality at the forefront, Sinochem 
International has issued relevant regulations including the Measures for Managing Quality of Manufacturing Enterprises and 
the Standards for Managing Process Quality of Manufacturing Enterprises. Our subsidiaries have established the Product Safety 
Control Procedures and other systems to ensure the quality of products being delivered. We also regularly evaluate product and 
operation risks, implement product supervision measures and emergency response measures, and improve effective product 
safety supervision procedures. 

Sinochem International requires subsidiaries to establish a product safety supervision and management training system based on 
the characteristics of their business to educate and train employees at all posts in product safety supervision.

To ensure that each customer has a clear understanding of our products, we specially explain the features of predicable HSE risks 
of our new and existing products. Material Safety Data Sheets and security labels are attached to hazardous chemical products, 
and we comply with applicable laws and regulations. In the event of new hazards or changes of any law or regulation, we timely 
review and amend relevant product instructions. We encourage employees to report new purposes of products, abuse of products 
and other negative effects in order to continue improving product risk management. 

KPIs in 2019: 

We were not punished or warned for violating 

product information or labels, or for any breach 

in marketing ( including ads,  promotion and 

sponsorship) 

Green Products and Services
Sinochem International is dedicated to offering green products and services to customers. We implemented the philosophy 
of environmental protection and resource conservation from product design to raw material procurement, production, 
transportation, storage, sales, usage and scrapping, covering the greenization of products during the entire life cycle. 

Sennics is granted "Green Supply Chain Excellent 
Green Supplier" by its customer

Comprehensive Quality Control Measures 

Greenization of Products during the Entire Life Cycle 

Strictly 
Managing and 
Controlling 
Quality of Raw 
Materials 

Cultivating 
Quality 
Management 
Culture 

Strengthening 
Process 
Management of 
Product Quality

Strengthening 
After-Sales 
Product Services 

Strictly inspecting raw materials 
of suppliers, requiring that quality 
indicators are consistent with the 
indicator standards for sampling and 
analyzing by the quality inspection 
department 

Managing suppliers with the qualified 
product catalog systems

Training employees in field quality 
management

Improving incentive mechanisms for 
potential quality problem reporting

Returning and exchanging goods for 
customers according to contracts in 
the event a customer complains about 
the quality of our products, subject 
to examination and verification by a 
third party 

Carrying out thorough identification 
and improvement of potential quality 
problems 

Strengthening management and 
control of product delivery processes

Advancing excellent operation 
systems and further stabilizing 
product quality 

Fully considering the impact of products on the environment during the design stage

Avoiding environmentally-unfriendly suppliers, and reducing 
damage to the environment during transportation

Applying green processes to protect the environment 

Saving raw materials and energy 

Recovery, recycling and scrapping

Strictly controlling sources of pollution

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

KPIs in 2019: 

No product recall 

Green 
Design

Green 
Materials

Green 
Supply 
Process

Treatment 
of Obsolete
 Products 

Green Sales, 
Packaging, 
Transportation
and Use

Green 
Production
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Joining Forces with Suppliers to 
Achieve Win-Win Results
Sinochem International is dedicated to building long-term and mutually benefiting cooperative relationships with suppliers 
and partners in upstream and downstream industrial chains to promote the management of green supply chain, and lead green 
development of China's chemical industry. 

Sustainable Procurement
Sinochem International has incorporated sustainable development principles during the entire procedure of purchasing 
businesses, which includes identifying materials, selection, daily management, performance assessments and exiting of suppliers. 
Sustainable development has been one of the performance assessment standards for suppliers.

In 2019, Sinochem International continued to improve its systems of sustainable supply chain, releasing the Supplier Code of 
Conduct, the Sustainable Supplier Access Review, the Sustainable Supplier Rating Form and other documents to examine and 
rate suppliers in ethics, employment and human rights, environmental protection, occupational health and safety, management 
systems, supervision and rectification. In addition to these measures, we required suppliers to sign a letter of commitment to abide 
by the sustainable behavior code.

Enacting sustainable supply chain policies
Releasing the Supplier Code of Conduct 
Incorporating sustainability into contracts
Promoting localized procurement and 
integrated procurement
Preparing the White Paper on Sustainable 
Supply Chain Construction

Delivering sustainable supply chain training 
Launching the first sustainable supplier 
workshop activity
Launching brand campaigns on sustainable 
supply chain
Carrying out internal assessments of 
sustainable supply chain 

Building Sustainable Supply Chain in 2019

Case: Sustainable supply chain workshops to advance sustainable 
procurement

To improve the sustainability in procurement for our procurement staff, we launched sustainable supply chain 
workshops from 2018 to 2019. By delivering seminars and training, we improve the awareness and capacity of 
procurement officers on sustainability to help build a team of talents in sustainable supply chain management. 

Phase-I workshops on the sustainable supply chain

Number of Suppliers in 2019

Case: Launching the first sustainable supply chain initiative in 
China's chemical industry 

3 sustainable supply chain workshops with 77 
purchasers in attendance

Rate of purchase from local suppliers up 99% 

In October 2019, Sinochem International held the first Sustainable 
Supply Chain Forum in Shanghai, and launched the Sinochem 
Sustainable Supplychain Initiative together with Sinotrans Eastern 
Company Limited, calling on upstream and downstream enterprises 
to jointly promote sustainable development. More than 20 
enterprises signed the Supplier Code of Conduct on the site to join 
in the Initiative. This is the first sustainable supply chain network, 
adding a new momentum for China's chemical industry. 

Region

Number of Suppliers 

Zhejiang                Shanghai                 Jiangsu                Shandong               Anhui               Other regions

127 238 203 311 183 229

Constructing Sustainable Supply Chain

As a pioneering enterprise in China's chemical industry, Sinochem International actively calls on suppliers, peer enterprises, 
industrial associations, governments, institutions of sustainability and other core associated partners to strengthen sustainable 
capacities to forge a global chemical supply chain integrating sustainable production, logistics, services and innovation. 

Sinochem Sustainable Supplychain Initiative 

Sustainable Supply Chain Forum held 
by Sinochem International 

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Voice of Stakeholders: 
"As a leader of smart logistics and contributor to sustainable logistics ecosystem, 
Sinotrans Eastern Company Limited works to shoulder responsibilities together 
with other suppliers of Sinochem. With responsible procurement, we aim to build 
a sustainable chemical supply chain and shape a future for the better with our 
innovation and pragmatic efforts". 

—Chen Yanqing, Deputy General Manager of Sinotrans Eastern Company Limited

To advance the 
sustainable supply chain 
of upstream chemical 
manufacturers through 
responsible procurement

To forge an interconnected 
downstream ecosystem of 
sustainable supply chain 
through integrated logistics

System 
Building

Ability 
Enhancement
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Promoting Employee Development
Sinochem International seeks to meet the expectations and needs of employees. We are dedicated to creating a 
diverse and discrimination-free work environment and a fair and impartial development platform to fully mobilize 
and unite our talents and create value with employees. 

Diversity and Equality
Sinochem International strictly abides by the domestic and overseas laws and regulations where we operate. While 
widely attracting outstanding talents in various places and fields, we respect their right of equal employment and 
individual differences, ensuring that all of our employees are not discriminated against in terms of nationality, race, 
gender or religion. We attract outstanding talents by employing individuals from different nations and providing 
equal opportunities for employees of all ages, genders, religion and nationalities. 

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Educational Structure 

Formal employees Informal employeesMale employees Female employees 

Employee Turnover RateOther Structure

Female managers Minority employees 

Post Structure Post Structure

Post Structure Post Structure Post Structure

Gender Structure Category Structure Age Structure 

19,971

3,216

495

6

24,460
16,247

20192019

2019

2019 2019

2019

6,328

22,142

103

1.3

520

2,142 2,066

20,695

2019

2019 2019 2019

2019

876

1,839

941

1,175
1,742

4.3

482
575

2,324 2,025

13,896

2017

2017 2017 2017

20172018

2018 2018 2018

2018

20,913

985

7,467

998

2,585

Employees
age >50

College degree 
or below

Employees
age>50 (%)

Employees
age ≤ 30

Master's degree 
or higher

Employees
age ≤ 30 (%)

Employees
age 31-50

Bachelor's 
degree

Employees
age 31-50 (%)
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Case: Encouraging communication for a harmonious 
employee relationship

Regular employee communication meetings 

Since 2009, Sennics have held employee communication meetings quarterly. Senior officers and employees from 
all production lines are invited to discuss about their work, life, corporate operations and strategic planning. Staff 
members are specially designated to track the implementation of suggestions to resolve employee concerns. In 
2019, a total of 45 reasonable suggestions were collected from Sennics employees.

Protecting Employees' Rights and Interests
We have laid down systems like Administrative Measures for Labor Contracts , and signed the Collective Labor Contract, the 
Special Contract for Protection of Female Employees' Special Interests, and the Collective Salary Agreement with our labor union. 
Under these systems, we offer proper, equal and appropriate job opportunities to employees, prohibit child labor, slave labor, 
discrimination, harassment and infringement in any form, and solve human rights issues likely to have negative impact on the 
company. 

We support the establishment of staff congress, staff welfare committee and labor dispute committee to protect our employees' 
rights to be informed, participate, express and supervise so as to have open dialogue and achieve common development of the 
company and employees.

We are open to employee's comments and suggestions through communication and feedback mechanisms. We have streamlined 
the employee communication channel and encourage them to give suggestions to the company through surveys and regular 
communication meetings. 

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Case: Employee satisfaction surveys 

To understand the needs of employees, under the lead of Sinochem Group, we run an employee loyalty survey in 

2019 with 8 groups of questions over 19 dimensions, including strategy, innovation, management and employee 

development. 4,320 employees completed the survey, laying a foundation for future improvement in management, 

human resource, and corporate reform and innovation. 

Corporate

 Level

Loyalty
Model

Strategy

Innovation

Organization

Career

Health

Employer Brand

Manager

Norm

Employee

 Level

Corporate culture

Development goal

Innovation-oriented

Innovation resources

Company policies

Work procedures

Work tasks

Personnel

Cooperation

Communication

Workplace learning

KPI management

Returns and recognition

Career development

Safety

Work-life balance

Company reputation

Cultural diversity

Line manager

Employee satisfaction survey model of 
Sinochem International

KPIs in 2019: 

Signing labor contracts with all 
employees (within the Chinese Mainland) 
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We empower employees with career growth in many ways: 

Empowering Employees with Career Growth
Upholding the "people-oriented" philosophy, Sinochem International works to improve the career paths for our 
employees. A comprehensive and multi-layer training system has been established, contributing to the horizontal 
and vertical career growth of employees to realize their whole potential.

Sinochem International continues to empower talents through its own training institution known as the GROWTH 
Academy. We have designed and implemented systematic and diverse talent projects to improve employees' 
capabilities through group trainings, topic studies, group learning, and benchmarking visits to other enterprises.

Establishing technical track to boost career growth of R&D technicians

Encouraging job rotations at all levels 

Promoting project-based work with better incentives and promotion opportunities to 
encourage employee engagement in major corporate projects

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Case: SES Director Talent Program

To further promote the Sinochem fine chemical Excellence operation System (SES) and train core 
operational managers at different levels, Sinochem International organized the SES Director 
Talent Program in 2019. The one year project include classroom trainings, visits to benchmarking 
enterprises and practical assignments. During the process, teams acquired theoretical knowledge of 
operation management, learned how to promote systems and practiced the production management 
of the company. 

Visiting Honeywell Tianjin

Case: Developing senior managers for strategic projects

In April 2019, the three-month project management training course of the GROWTH Academy of Sinochem 
International started. The course, divided into classroom trainings, case studies, project practices and 
reviews, has greatly lifted the core talents of key strategic projects in project management capacities, a 
contribution to growth of key project team of the company. 
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At the same time, the company selects and cultivates internal trainers at all levels, providing them with 
opportunities to teach and grow. 

Empowering Youth to Innovate Training Camp of Sinochem Group in 2019

New employee training

Employee Welfare and Care
Sinochem International carries out all sorts of employee care activities and corporate culture events to meet the 
welfare needs and work-life balance of employees which increased their sense of belonging.

The company keeps perfecting employee welfare system. Apart from full and timely payment of social security 
contributions and the housing provident fund, it has implemented a compensation management system fully 
reflecting job values and employee performance, and provides effective health and life support for employees.

Bu organizing various cultural and sports activities, we provide our employees with a pleasant relaxing working 
enviromant for a happy work and healthy life.

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

KPIs in 2019: 

RMB 7.35 million invested in employee training

1,616 employee trainings 

340,181 training hours for employees

15th Employee Sports Meet of Sinochem International
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Choir competition on corporate anthem of Sinochem Group

Targeted Poverty Alleviation
To help alleviate poverty, Sinochem International combines pairing assistance with win-win cooperation based on multi-party 
participation under government leadership. We follow relevant national policies and have achieved fruitful results in all poverty 
alleviation tasks deployed by Sinochem Group.

In 2019, we incorporated poverty alleviation into the priority actions of Party committees at all levels and laid down a long-effect 
work mechanism. Leveraging technological and industrial advantages of the company, we carried on pairing assistance and kept 
supporting those in need.

Targeted Poverty Alleviation Measures in 2019: 

Case: Dispatching cadres to support poverty-stricken areas of China
For in-depth advancement of targeted poverty alleviation, Sinochem International has selected and dispatched 2 cadres 
to poverty-stricken areas where they have been playing outstanding roles in the frontline. In Ar Horqin Banner, Inner 
Mongolia, Lv Haitao, one of the cadres, helped improve local working and living conditions through RMB 18.15 million and 
10 projects introduced for poverty alleviation. Huang Wei, the other cadre, fully understood the status quo of the industrial 
products here and made use of the company's foreign trade channels to drive the export of the local agricultural product, 
wolfberries in Da Qaidam Town, Qinghai Province. As a result, local farmers increased their income and more jobs were 
created. 

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Co-building Harmonious Communities
Following the "From the Community, For the Community" philosophy, Sinochem International works hard to create a harmonious 
relationship for mutual benefits with our communities. We contribute to harmonious development of communities through our 
expertise, resource advantages, and employee engagement in community activities.

Pairing assistance 
to Ar Horqin 
Banner and Linxi 
of Inner Mongolia 

Dispatching 
2 cadres to Ar 
Horqin Banner in 
Inner Mongolia 
and Da Qaidam 
Town in Qinghai 
Province

Assisting poverty-
striken areas of 
Inner Mongolia 
and Qinghai in 
selling over 8, 
500 kilograms of 
agricultural and 
sideline products, 
a total value of 
RMB 250,000 

Offering 5 
poverty-
alleviation posts 
for Ningxia; 
making more 
efforts to 
e-commerce 
training, and 
creating more 
jobs for local 
individuals

Carrying on 
"Science and 
technology to 
the countryside" 
activities; 
actively looking 
for chances of 
scientific and 
technological 
cooperation 
projects 

Employment-
oriented 
poverty 

alleviation

Consumption-
oriented 

assistance

Technology-
based poverty 

alleviation

Poverty 
alleviation by 

cadres

Targeted 
poverty 

alleviation

KPIs in 2019: 

Organizing 278 cultural and sports activities with 2,902 attendees
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Case: Protecting crops against typhoon

Community engagement for public welfare and social work

Case: Sponsoring Ecological Marathon to boost local sporting culture

In August 2019, Wenling City, Zhejiang Province was hit by a typhoon, causing serious damage to local farming. 
After the typhoon passed over, Sinochem Crop Care wasted no time in raising funds and rescue materials as well 
as sending several professional rescue teams to places hit by the disaster. Together with local government and 
experts, they instructed farmers on how to clean up their farmlands and helped them minimize their losses and 
brave the difficulties.

On October 19, the 2019 "Sinochem International Cup" Xiangshan Ecological Marathon was held in Xiangshan, 
Ningbo Province. Led by Liu Hongsheng, General Manager of Sinochem International and head of Sinochem 
Running Team, over 100 employees gathered together to put the corporate vision "Fine Chemistry, Green Life" 
into practice through passionate running. The event promoted communication between the company and local 
communities as well as boosted the sporting culture of Xiangshan. 

Free agricultural skills training for farmers

Distributing agrichemicals to disaster affected farmers 

Sinochem Running Team joined the Marathon

"Care for the Elderly" activities

Voluntary service for students taking the National 
College Entrance Exam

Funding local students to study agriculture in college by 
Sinochem Crop Protection (Phil.)

KPIs in 2019: 

RMB 1.86 million in donation                  RMB 256,000 invested in education fund                   10 voluntary activities

Sustainability Report for Sinochem International

Driving Community Development
We encourage our employees to utilize their professional skills and enterprise resource advantages to dive into local communities 
to provide professional assistance to the elderly and students in need and for environmental protection. We are paying society 
back with our practical actions. 
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Prospects for 2020

Prospects for 2020
2020 marks the completion of building a comprehenseive well-off society and the final year of China's "13th Five-Year Plan". It is 

also a critical year for China to shift from high-speed to high-quality growth. In revent years, China's chemical industry has gone 

through in-depth adjustments. It has ushered in a brand-new stage as the integrated development mode based on industrial parks 

has become a mainstream trend and the "green development" philosophy is receiving popular support. As the chemical flagship of 

Sinochem Group, Sinochem International is acting as a pillar in the transformation and upgrading of the chemical industry in China. 

We are creating a brand-new platform and witnessing a brand-new history. 

To achieve high-quality development in 2020, Sinochem International focuses on the following three aspects: 

First, safety and environmental protection is the prerequisite of high-quality development and an important manifestation of 

sustainability for chemical enterprises. Commited to building a world-class comprehensive chemical enterprise, we uphold HSE 

as our corporate belief, and strive to advance HSE management through systematic risk identification, HSE culture enhancement, 

"Five Star Plant"construction, pollution prevention, and pursuit of zero accident.

Second, we aim to improve ESG performance and root ESG criterion in our culture as corporate gene. In 2020, we will, in the 

wake of ESG disclosure requirement by the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) for listed companies, start with 

corporate governance and strengthen both information disclosure and governance. We plan to improve the ESG governance 

framework, enhance board engagement, engrain ESG into daily operations and refine work plans for the Sustainable Development 

Taskforce. We will be more consistent and proactive in external communications, more transparent with investors on non-

financial performance in environmental impact, social contribution and corporate governance, especially in development and 

industrialization of green process and eco-friendly products. As many plants will kick off construction or start operation in 2020, we 

will proactively disclose their impact on local environment and communities as well as inviting stakeholders over for site visits and 

inspections. 

Thirdly, we will further integrate the "green development" philosophy into strategic planning and industrial layout to follow the 

ESG principles. We will reflect on existing industrial development modes and work to withdraw from high-risk industries with 

serious negative impacts on the environment. When planning businesses in new materials and new energy industries, we aim to 

design green industrial chains to ensure sustainability at the source, develop eco-friendly products, and build green, smart plants 

of the future in the Sinochem Circular Economy Industrial Park. These measures will drive social-economic development and 

environmental protection in places where we operate. That is the foundation for high-quality development.
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Investors Q&A
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Would you please share with us progress made by Sinochem International in ESG issues? 
What is your plan to improve ESG performance in the next two years? 

In addition to lithium batteries, membrane materials and green agrochemicals as 
disclosed earlier, are there any other industrialization plans of eco-friendly products to 
be expected?

During industrial upgrading and transformation, how does Sinochem International 
incorporate sustainability into strategic planning and industrial layout? Please share 
some examples. 

Does Sinochem International incorporate ESG principles into the decision-making 
processes when planning industrial parks? Have you fully considered their positive and 
negative impact on local environment and communities? Can you share some examples 
with us?

Plastic pollution is a global issue. Is Sinochem International's new materials business 
helpful in solving the plastic pollution problem? 

To become "a model of sustainable development for world-class fine chemical enterprises", Sinochem International has embeded 
sustainable development into corporate strategy in 2018. In early 2020, the Sustainable Development Committee was set up under 
the Board of Directors, as one of the five professional committees. The committee is composed of three directors, including one 
president – Yang Hua, Chairman of Sinochem International, and two members – Director and General Manager Liu Hongsheng 
and Independent Director Xu Yongqian. To perform its duties, the committee has set up a Sustainable Development Task Force 
supported in execution by five special executive groups: HSE, Operation & Production, Community Communication, Employee 
Care, and Sustainable Supply Chain. Currently 20 employees are assigned to the Task Force.The establishment of the Committee 
showcases that the company attaches great importance to ESG management. We will further advance performance of the 
Sustainable Development Task Force and encourage every employee to practice the sustainable development philosophy in work. 

In 2019, Sinochem International acquired Elix Polymers, a leading Spanish ABS materials manufacturer enjoying good reputation 
in sustainable development in Europe. Its ECO ABS-NF thermoplastic fufils the critical requirements of the auto industry and cuts 
energy consumption by 10% and carbon emissions by 27%. The new-generation ABS/PC material developed by Elix can greatly 
reduce weight and cost. With the advantages of low emissions, low odor and noise reduction, it is good for manufacturing white 
and consumer goods. We plan to apply the world's leading technologies to expand our presence in ABS business and set up 
enterprises to produce special ABS and modified ABS materials in Eastern China to get close to the application market.

With progress made in the new energy and new materials business, we are to disclose developments and industrialization 
achievements of more cutting-edge eco-friendly products.

3. Except water directly used for making products, 70% of process water comes from the wastewater treatment plant in the 
industrial park. About 30% of water directly used for making products is recycled. 4. Facilities with relatively higher efficiency are 
selected, including LED intelligent systems for lighting. 

Sinochem International has deployed multiple plants at home and abroad, all having undergone strict pre-approval HSE 
evaluations that fully consider their impact on local environment and society.

In recent years, Sinochem International has entered the new energy and new materials industries. Take strategic planning of new 
energy businesses as an example, we take into consideration the sustainability of the entire industrial chain. While formulating 
production projects of upstream lithium battery materials and midstream lithium battery, we plan in advance supporting scheme to 
recycle decommissioned batteries, as tremendous amount of depleted batteries is expected to threaten environment in the future.

At present, despite the large number of lithium battery manufacturers in China, there are very few enterprises capable of recycling 
depleted lithium batteries. The domestic way of disposing of such batteries is to incinerate them together with other solid waste, 
causing extremely serious pollution to the environment. In contrast, Sinochem International leverages our technological and 
industrial chain advantages to effectively recycle depleted batteries to minimize damage to the environment. To be specific, we 
cooperate with auto makers, battery producers, battery recovering companies and battery cascade utilization enterprises to 
dismantle decommissioned batteries and recover usable materials such as valuable metals and reuse them in battery making, 
minimizing the impact on the environment. In such a way, we are striving to be a model of practicing the sustainable development 
philosophy.  

Sinochem International is integrating ESG principles and sustainability into every aspect of business, including R&D, industrial 
park planning, production, operation, sales, and services. Taking industrial parks as an example, in terms of the ABS plant of the 
Sinochem Industrial Park in Lianyungang, we have incorporated ESG principles into the decision-making processes during the early 
stage of strategic planning and project design, fully considering its impact on local environment and society. Our specific measures 
include: 1. Based on the location and industrial cluster advantages of Lianyungang, three main raw materials are transported 
directly to the plant through pipelines to reduce storage needs and to significantly cut carbon emissions generated by logistics 2. 
Highly-efficient processes and technologies are employed to reduce product energy consumption per unit and product wastage. 

It takes hundreds of years to degrade petrochemical plastic products in the natural environment, causing serious pollution to both 
land and ocean. According to incomplete statistics, up to 8 million tons of plastic waste are discharged into the ocean each year.

Following the sustainable development philosophy, Sinochem International's new materials sector focuses on developing new 
degradable bio-based materials, including PHA, PLA, bio-based polyamide, etc.

For example, PHA (Polyhydroxyalkanoate) is a kind of biodegradable plastic. Its biggest feature is that it could be decomposed 
by microorganisms in almost any environment (compost, soil and seawater). Thus, it is likely to be an eco-friendly high polymer 
material and help solve plastic pollution. Presently, Sinochem International is making progress in cooperation with Tsinghua 
University and Beijing Bluepha Microbiology Technology Co., Ltd. on the industrialization of low-cost biodegradable PHA products 
and downstream applications in fibers, 3D printing, medicine, cosmetics, etc. At the same time, we work to explore R&D and 
investment opportunities of mainstream degradable materials like PLA and PBAT to seek for synergy with PHA business. 

Q

Q

Q

Q
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National policies to strengthen safe production and hazardous chemicals management 
have been enacted recently. As a leading player in China's chemical industry, does 
Sinochem International take any measures to guarantee the hazardous chemical 
management systems? 

Safety problems have often occurred at chemical enterprises. How do you ensure work 
safety at plants and reduce the negative impacts of plant operation? 

The Ministry of Ecology and Environment is tightening regulations on waste management 
and has launched the Waste Removal Action. How does Sinochem International manage 
waste and what are its goals in this regard?

Safety management of hazardous chemicals is one of our HSE management priorities. To realize safety management, we have 
been taking four measures. First, system-based guarantees. We have established detailed operation standards for the whole 
life-cycle management from procurement to storage, field operation and application and to waste disposal. We also regularly 
identify and assess risks of our chemicals. Second, we hold special emergency drills, training and publicity campaigns to enhance 
the safety awareness of front-line staff in chemicals management. Third, new processes and technologies are developed and 
introduced to reduce or replace use of hazardous chemicals. Fourth, we act according to strict standards, laws and regulations, 
following the REACH laws and regulations of the EU while learning advanced practices from leading chemical enterprises overseas 
to continuously improve our chemical management capacity.

We regard safety and environmental protection as the core competitiveness of chemical enterprises. The major explosion accident 
at Jiangsu Tianjiayi Chemical Co., Ltd. in 2019 shook the entire chemical industry. Despite restriction and suspension of operation 
imposed on many chemical enterprises by the government, none of our subsidiaries have been asked to halt production during 
supervision and inspection, thanks to long-term implementation of enhanced HSE management systems. 

Main practices: First, we keep enhancing corporate HSE management systems and require subsidiaries to improve HSE 
management capacities and awareness, such as applying for "Five Star Plants", lifting intrinsic safety of equipment and processes, 
and raising front-line employees' awareness of safety culture. Second, we gradually eliminate negative impact of existing plants 
on places where we operate. Taking Yangnong Group's relocation from downtown to an industrial park in 2019 as an example, we 
fulfilled our promise to shut down Baotawan Plant that has existed for 60 years to eleminate negative impact on urban safety and 
life of local residents. Third, when selecting sites for new plants, we tend to consider places away from residential areas, assess 
impact of emissions and chemicals of our plants on the local environment and make emergency response programs to deal with 
safety accidents. 

hazardous waste warehouse complying with regulations. The company encourages subsidiaries to build own incineration facilities 
to handle hazardous waste. We also encourage them to upgrade technologies for comprehensive recycling of by-products, and 
develop sludge drying and salt recycling technologies to cut unnecessary resource consumption. The residual hazardous wastes 
are to be taken to qualified companies for disposal. Through the above measures, discharge of hazardous waste generated by us 
decreases yearly. 

We classify waste generated during office work, production and operation into general waste and hazardous waste, and have set 
up detailed treatment systems for each class in place. First, general waste. General waste is collected at fixed points and transferred 
to the environmental protection department for treatment at regular intervals. Among them, recyclable waste, like paper, is taken 
to third-party recycling companies. Second, hazardous waste. The company has established a whole-process monitoring system 
covering waste collection, storage, transportation, disposal and treatment to make sure hazardous waste is placed under effective 
control. We have laid down hazardous waste management systems for waste collection and storage companies and set up special 

Q

Q

Q
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Climate change is increasingly an important topic in corporate management at major 
enterprises. Do you have any plans or measures to deal with climate change and 
strengthen carbon emission management?

Climate change is one of our focuses. In 2019, we launched the "FINE 2030 Action", adpoting as our priorities Responsible 
Consumption and Production and Climate Action in the SDGs that are closely related to the company. We set the action goals for 
2030, including a 50% increase of sustainable products output, 80% subsidiaries passing third-party sustainability certification, a 
continuous reduction in CO2 emissions per ton of product on the basis of 2018, and establishment of sustainable production and 
operation practices.

The company takes energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions as our important management and disclosure topics. As 
for energy management, we promote reasonable and economical utilization of energy by improving energy management systems, 
upgrading and renovating all kinds of backward equipment, assessing energy-conservation performance and optimizing energy 
consumption modes. For carbon emission management, we continue to collect data on the carbon emissions of subsidiaries, 
add or modify all types of environmental protection facilities, and actively participate in carbon emission trading to contribute to 
carbon emission reduction. Next, we will further improve energy and carbon emission indicators to realize unified management 
and disclosure of HSE indicators of subsidiaries. 

Q
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Annex

This is the 16   sustainable report published by Sinochem International.

From January 1 to December 31, 2019. Some information is that of previous years or on latest operation of our company. 

This Report is an annual report. 

For easy expression, Sinochem International (Holdings) Co., Ltd. is also referred as "Sinochem International", "the company", "it" 
or "we (us)" in this Report, and the parent company Sinochem Group Co., Ltd. is referred to as "Sinochem Group". 

When preparing this report, we referred to the Guidelines on Preparation of Corporate Social Responsibility Report of the Shanghai 
Stock Exchange, the Chinese national standard Guidance on Social Responsibility Reporting (GB/T36001-2015), Guiding Opinions 
on the Performance of Social Responsibilities for Centrally-administrated SOEs of the Chinese State-owned Assets Supervision and 
Administration Commission of the State Council, the Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact, the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 
Sustainability Reporting Standards 2018, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard Guidance on Social 
Responsibility (ISO 26000: 2010), and rating results of MSCI ESG and EcoVadis. 

The data used in this Report come from the Company's official documents and statistical reports. Appropriate amendments are 
made to data from previous years due to the scope of this Report. In case of any difference, this Report shall prevail. 

You may browse or download the electronic version of this Report on Sinochem International's website (http: //www.sinochemintl.com). 

Step 1: Making report preparation plans and setting up the preparation team

Step 2: Identifying stakeholders and important topics, and specifying report framework

Step 3: Drafting, amending and improving the report

Step 4: Review by the Company's management 

Step 5: Publishing the report and collecting feedback for improving the report
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